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the greenhouse gas emissions we produce if we are to avoid runaway
climate change.

The good news is that the challenge of reducing our emissions also

offers an opportunity for innovation and prosperity that will not only protect
the environment, but also strengthen our economy.
All across Canada I encounter widespread concern about climate change,

measuring ghgs

T

he message from scientists is clear: we must take action now to reduce

It is my hope that this guide will help businesses across the country start
along the path to reducing their emissions, and to realize the many benefits
of action.

Dr. David Suzuki
Co-founder, David Suzuki Foundation
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and even profitable.
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to the future by demonstrating that solutions to climate change are possible,
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to find ways to reduce their climate impact. These businesses are looking
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and I am encouraged by the many business leaders who tell me that they want
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usinesses from many different sectors play a role in driving
Canada’s economy. One thing they all have in common is that they
produce greenhouse gas emissions, including from electricity use,
transportation of goods, fuels used in manufacturing, employee travel,
and a variety of other sources.
Fortunately, there are opportunities for businesses of all sizes and types
to reduce their emissions, and businesses are discovering that going green isn’t
just good for the planet, it’s good for the bottom line. Cutting waste – such
as unnecessary energy use – means saving money. As well, the experience of
companies from Canada and around the world has shown that taking action
on climate change can lead to a variety of additional benefits, from brand
enhancement to loyal and motivated employees.
Many Canadian businesses are already exploring the possibilities. From
Canada’s largest credit union, Vancity, which is now carbon neutral, to my
former employer, Mountain Equipment Co-op, which has significantly
reduced the energy use of its retail stores, companies are using innovative
solutions to reduce their climate footprint.
At the David Suzuki Foundation we have been contacted by many
businesses that want to take action, but aren’t sure where to begin. That’s why
we created this guide. It looks at how to measure, reduce, and offset emissions,
and also provides guidance on developing a communications strategy around
these initiatives.
The guide also includes real examples of businesses from Canada
and around the world that are already taking a leadership role when it
comes to reducing emissions, and implementing innovative greenhouse
gas management programs. Their experience and success can be used
as a blueprint – and inspiration – for other businesses to follow.

Peter Robinson
CEO, David Suzuki Foundation
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How to use this guide

T

his guide describes best practices in
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greenhouse gas management, and uses
many real-life business examples to

illustrate the options available to businesses to
reduce their climate impact and improve their
bottom line. The boxes at right show the
key elements of a greenhouse gas management
program, each of which corresponds to a

reducing ghg s
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section in this guide. You can navigate between
sections using the coloured tabs found on all
right-hand pages.
To begin managing GHG emissions, you are
encouraged to read the first section of the guide,
Getting Started, which will help you develop a
business case for action, and mobilize resources.

offsetting ghg s
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The next steps are flexible. Some business might
begin by measuring their emissions, while others
might go directly to reductions, for example.
Regardless of your focus, the Communicating
Effectively section will provide useful information
on how to communicate your GHG program
to stakeholders.

communicating

6

Each section concludes with helpful
resources. Additional resources and a glossary
are found at the back of the guide.
moving forward
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Introduction

cooling office space, powering electronic equipment, transporting

Managing
greenhouse gases

goods, travelling for business, and manufacturing processes are

While the concept of greenhouse

some examples of the many activities that produce greenhouse gas emissions
and contribute to climate change.
Around the world, a growing number of businesses are already taking steps
to manage their greenhouse gas emissions and reduce their climate impact,

gas (GHG) emissions might be new
to some businesses, it’s important
to remember that most GHG
emissions will likely be related
to fuel and energy consumption,

often as part of broader initiatives to green their companies. These businesses

and GHG management will usually

are finding that there is a strong business case for managing their greenhouse

be connected with managing and

gas emissions, including cost savings, brand enhancement and other types of

reducing these inputs.

competitive advantage.
Because no two businesses face the same risks or opportunities with respect
to climate change, there are many options when it comes to greenhouse gas
(GHG) management. Some businesses have chosen to measure their emissions,
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ll businesses, large and small, from the industrial sector to the

vice, or even their entire operations, carbon neutral. A common theme is that
these leading businesses are becoming more efficient, taking advantage of new
markets, and helping to define how businesses will be successful in a carbonconstrained world.
This guide is designed to help businesses take action to reduce their climate
impact, and at the same reap some of the many related benefits. Without

c o m m u n i c at i n g

and then make reductions. Others are also choosing to make a product or ser-

a business case and set goals for managing emissions based on the risks and
opportunities facing each business. The guide then identifies the key elements
of a GHG management program, including measuring and reducing GHG
emissions, and explores the best practices for each. This is followed by an

m ov i n g f o rwa r d

attempting to prescribe a single formula, the guide discusses how to define
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introduction to carbon offsets and carbon neutral initiatives, as many businesses are seeking guidance on this relatively new subject. There is also a section on
developing an effective communications strategy as part of a greenhouse gas
management program.
The guide concludes with some ideas about how to overcome typical chal-

DI A G R A M 1 :

lenges that businesses may face. Throughout, case studies and examples from

G H G Em i s s i o n
S o u r c e s i n Ca n a d a
Agriculture: 9%

Waste: 3%

Heating of
buildings:
10%
Electricity
and heat
generation:
17%

businesses and other organizations highlight achievements and illustrate innovative solutions. Most businesses that decide to manage their greenhouse gas
emissions will be working with minimal or limited expert assistance, and this

Transportation:
26%

guide not only outlines best practices, but also provides a number of tools, a
glossary of terms, and links to further resources.
While the primary target audience of this guide is the business community,
many of the greenhouse gas management practices explored also apply to other

Other
industry: 17%

Coal, oil and
natural gas
production: 19%

organizations that wish to reduce their climate impact, including government
agencies, municipalities, non-governmental organizations, educational institutions, and others.

Source

National Inventory Report: 1990–2006,
Greenhouse Gas Sources and Sinks in Canada

Climate change impacts on the economy
Climate change, also known as global warming1, is one of the most serious challenges the world faces. Greenhouse gases from human activities like electricity
generation, manufacturing, transportation and land-use change are accumulating in the atmosphere, where they act like a heat-trapping blanket that is warming the earth’s climate.
Global warming is already creating physical impacts, such as melting polar
ice caps, extreme weather events, floods and droughts, all of which have serious
economic consequences. In Canada, risks include sea-level rise and shoreline
erosion in coastal areas, and severe storms that will damage property and infrastructure. Regions dependent on spring run-off for their water supply will have
water shortages at the same time that higher summer temperatures increase demand, jeopardizing agriculture, tourism and other industries. Warming oceans
are already threatening some fisheries, and in the forestry sector warmer winters
have led to devastating mountain pine beetle infestations, resulting in tens of
billions of dollars in economic losses.2

Putting a price
on carbon
Climate change has been called the
because releasing GHG emissions

change. According to the Stern Review, the most comprehensive assessment of

into the atmosphere has been free,

the economics of climate change ever undertaken, we only need to invest about

and there has been little economic

1% of GDP per year in reducing our greenhouse gas emissions to avoid up to
20% reduction in GDP due to the impacts of climate change.3 To put this in
context, the author of the review recently observed that if we fail to address
climate change we can expect consequences far more severe than the worldwide
economic downturn in late 2008, which was itself the result of ignoring risks in
global financial systems.4
In Canada and other countries, governments are beginning to respond to
the global warming challenge by putting in place policies that aim to shift our
economies away from a reliance on burning fossil fuels and emitting greenhouse
gases. Most businesses will likely be affected by these policies in some way.

incentive for alternatives. A carbon
price could help level the playing
field between renewable energy
sources, for example, and fossil
fuels like oil and coal.
Governments can price carbon
directly, in the form of carbon
taxes, or indirectly, by setting limits
on emissions with penalties for
exceeding them. Another approach
is to use the market to determine
the price, through emission trading:

However, growing numbers of businesses are already getting started, and

producers are assigned permits for

demonstrating that climate change is not only a risk that needs to be addressed,

set amounts of GHG emissions, but

but also an opportunity for innovation and increased profitability.

if they reduce emissions below the
amounts allowed they can sell their

Some of the most serious greenhouse gases include:
1. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is the main contributor to climate change, especially
through the burning of fossil fuels like coal, oil and gas, and also as a result of
deforestation and other land use changes.

measuring ghgs

“world’s greatest market failure,”

reduce our greenhouse gas emissions, and lessen the future impacts of climate

extra permits to other producers.
source

www.occ.gov.uk/activities/stern.htm
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The good news is that we have the means, if we act now, to take action and
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2. Methane (CH4) is produced naturally when vegetation is burned or rotted
by cattle farming, landfills, rice farming and the production of oil and gas.
3. Nitrous oxide (N2O) is released by chemical fertilizers and burning fossil fuels.
4. Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) are chemical by-products, and are also used in
some types of refrigeration equipment.
5. Perfluorocarbons (PFCs) are manufactured chemical compounds used for a

c o m m u n i c at i n g

in the absence of oxygen, but large additional amounts of methane are released

6. Sulphur hexafluoride (SF6) is a manufactured compound used in some
specialized applications, like insulation for high-voltage electrical equipment.
source

www.ipcc.ch
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variety of medical and other applications.
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This section looks at how to design and implement a greenhouse
gas (GHG) management program for businesses. It begins by looking at how to define a business case for managing GHG emissions

commitment, creating a climate leadership team and
allocating resources.

A

ll businesses and organizations, regardless of their size or sector, can
manage and reduce their impact on the climate. Generally, this can

In 2005, GE, one of the world’s
largest energy technology
companies, launched a new initiative
– Ecomagination – focusing on
the development of clean energy
solutions such as wind and solar
energy, hybrid locomotives, lighter

be approached like any business strategy – by assessing the risks and

and stronger materials and efficient

opportunities, setting goals, assigning staff and resources, develop-

lighting.

ing and implementing a plan to achieve those goals, and monitoring the results.
For businesses that already have broad sustainability programs, managing GHG emissions can fit well into existing efforts, or, alternatively, it can
be the first step towards reducing their overall environmental impact.
The best-practice model of greenhouse gas management outlined in this guide

By the end of 2006
Ecomagination had already produced
$12 billion in revenue, with an
additional $50 billion expected from
pending orders and commitments.
GE “has never had an initiative

involves a systematic approach, but there is still considerable flexibility for busi-

that has generated better financial

nesses to tailor a GHG management program to their own needs.

returns so quickly,” according to

Some businesses will choose to start with a full-scale GHG management program, and begin by measuring emissions from their entire operations, whereas
others may initially focus on the development of a single carbon neutral product.
Other businesses will set a reduction target for a particular department or business
unit, or for a single category of emissions, like electricity use, or transportation.

offsetting ghgs

Next steps include establishing goals, obtaining buy-in and

Green initiative
generates strong returns

Vice President Lorraine Bolsinger.

c o m m u n i c at i n g

by examining common risks and opportunities faced by businesses.

reducing ghgs
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Getting Started: Planning
for the Success of the
GHG Management Program

Ecomagination also includes a
commitment to reduce GE’s overall
GHG emissions by 2012.
Sources

www.news.com/Stirring-GEs-Ecomagination--page-2/2008-11392_3-6215496-2.html
www.ecomagination.com
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Because there are many options when it comes to GHG management, it is
important to do some initial planning to decide how best to proceed. Below are
four steps that most businesses will find useful when creating a GHG management program: (1) define the business case; (2) establish goals; (3) obtain buyin and active commitment to the goals from leaders in the organization; and (4)
create a climate leadership team and allocate funds to the program.

1. Define the business case
Businesses undertake initiatives for two basic reasons: to mitigate risks or to
capture opportunities – or both. Therefore, most businesses will find it helpful
to begin with an analysis of the climate change issues that are likely to affect
them, and their associated risks and opportunities, and then use this analysis to
define their organization’s business case, or
Investors and climate
change: the Carbon
Disclosure Project

ment program. Even businesses that have an

Opportunities in
green technology

initial idea of the goals for their GHG man-

According to leading venture capitalist,

The growing importance of climate

analysis.

rationale, for implementing a GHG manage-

change issues for businesses and
investors is illustrated by the rapid

agement program will benefit from such an
At the outset, a business may not have

John Doerr, global warming is “the

largest economic opportunity of the
21st century.” His firm has already
invested hundreds of millions of

enough information for a full analysis, but

dollars into green tech start-ups, such

a preliminary assessment will assist in de-

as innovative power plants, mass-

organization currently represents

veloping an initial goal or goals for the GHG

produced cheap solar cells for roofs,

institutional investors that have

management program. As it proceeds and

and high-performance plug-in

a combined $57 trillion in assets

has better information, a business will be

under their management. On their

able to perform a more informed analysis of

behalf, CDP sends questionnaires

the risks and opportunities it faces.

growth of the Carbon Disclosure
Project (CDP). This not-for-profit

to the world’s largest corporations
(3,000 in 2008) and asks for
information about their greenhouse

hybrid cars.
Source

TIME, October 6, 2008.

As a starting point, some of the most
common risks and opportunities related to climate change are summarized in

gas emissions data and the business

Table 1 below. Each business should take into consideration its own individual

risks and opportunities they face

circumstances and then review these risks and opportunities. In doing so it may

in relation to climate change. The

be helpful to ask the following questions:

CDP makes the responses to these
questionnaires available online.
source

www.cdproject.net

1. Will the company need to respond to climate change-related risks
with respect to any of the issues below?
2. How long will it take the company to respond if necessary?
3. Is there a competitive advantage or other opportunity in being proactive?

O P P ORTUNITIES
linked to action on climate change

FUEL AND
ENERGY
COSTS

• Cost savings from reduced fuel and energy
consumption as a result of reducing GHG emissions
• Improved operational efficiencies, e.g. through better
fleet management

• Being a target of public campaigns singling out
businesses that do not take action to reduce
their climate impact

REPUTATION

• Brand enhancement – showing leadership on climate
change can increase visibility in the marketplace and
attract new customers

• Increased challenges recruiting new employees
for businesses with poor records on climate
change action
• Higher employee costs related to lower
productivity and more employee turnover
as a result of employee dissatisfaction with
company failure to take action

EMPLOYEES

• Attracting new employees looking for companies
with strong sustainability programs
• Motivating employees, building loyalty and promoting
employee innovation with climate change action
• Enhancing employee wellness and increasing
productivity through measures that also save energy
(e.g. daylighting, HVAC upgrades)

• Investor concern about climate change risk
exposure and company inaction
• Shareholder resolutions demanding specific
measures to address climate change

INVESTORS

• Attracting new investors who want to invest in
progressive, well-managed companies
• Meeting corporate social responsibility goals

• Carbon taxes and other measures leading to
increased fuel and energy costs
• Requirements to meet energy efficiency
standards for buildings and vehicles
• Limits on emissions for large GHG emitters

REGULATIONS

• Benefitting from government incentive programs for
voluntarily reducing GHG emissions
• Flexibility to choose a course of action – likely more
cost-effective than waiting to be regulated
• Early movers may be able to influence the shape of
future regulations

PRODUCTS,
SERVICES AND
TECHNOLOGIES

• Taking advantage of the growing demand for climatefriendly products and services

SUPPLY CHAIN

• Suppliers with low carbon products and services can
reduce a company’s upstream GHG emissions and
save money at the same time
• Managing transportation in the supply chain can
reduce fuel consumption and GHGs, and lower costs

• Continued exposure to high fuel
and energy costs

• Losing customers who switch away from
goods, services and technologies that are
GHG-intensive
• Exposure to higher shipping costs due to
higher fuel costs
• Costs of GHG-intensive production by
suppliers being passed along to the company

g e t t i n g s ta r t e d
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from inaction on climate change
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In addition to the risks and opportunities listed in Table 1, which are related
directly to a business’s own production of GHG emissions, some businesses will
face direct or indirect physical risks due to climate change around them – for
example, property holders might be affected by rising sea levels, and insurers by
Running a carbon
neutral business

increased losses due to extreme weather events. Mitigating these physical risks is

Nike, global marketer of athletic

ther justification for implementing a greenhouse gas management program.

footwear and equipment, plans to
make all Nike brand facilities, retail
and business travel carbon neutral

not addressed in this guide, but exposure to these types of risks can serve as furAfter considering which risks and opportunities are applicable to its particular situation, a business can begin to define its case for taking action – e.g.

by 2011. “We see corporate

“Business X faces exposure to carbon regulations and the rising cost of fuel, so

responsibility as a catalyst for

it needs to take action to reduce its GHG emissions.”

growth and innovation,” says
CEO Mark Parker.

2.	Establish goals

Source

Once a business has defined its own business case for managing GHG emis-

www.csrwire.com/News/8727

sions, the next step is to formulate specific goal(s) for its GHG management
program to help make the business case a reality.
These should be over-arching goals, perhaps even visions, of where the
company would like to be by a certain time frame. These goals will guide the
development of plans to measure emissions and reduce the climate impact of
the organization. Examples of possible goals for businesses include:
• A delivery business may decide to reduce its transportation emissions by 50%.
• A retailer may decide to make its entire operations carbon neutral.
• A bank may plan to reduce its electricity use by 75%.
• A manufacturer may decide to create a carbon neutral product, and also
obtain half of its energy from renewable sources.
Of course, more than one goal is possible, but whatever goal or goals are chosen, it is important that they are clear, and that they are taken seriously. In most
organizations, an emphasis on cost-effectiveness and market share tend to drive
decision-making, and the goals of the GHG management program can easily
get overlooked. Having a strong business case for managing GHG emissions will
therefore help ensure the goals of the GHG management are achieved.
To reinforce its goals, a business can create a statement outlining its commitments. Over time, the goals can be revised and re-articulated as new information
is collected, expertise developed, and risks and opportunities are re-assessed.

5
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It is also a leader in environmentally responsible
manufacturing.
Ray Anderson (pictured) founded Interface in
1973, but it wasn’t until the 1990s that he turned
his focus to the environment. Customers had begun
asking him about Interface’s environmental impact,
and in 1994 he read The Ecology of Commerce by
Paul Hawken.
“It explained how the earth’s living systems
were in decline and how industries like mine were
the biggest culprits,” said Mr. Anderson. “I was
inspired to make a change.” As a result, he decided
to make environmental sustainability one of his
company’s goals.
Interface has come a long way since 1994,
and owes much of its success to Anderson’s bold
sustainability goals and leadership. He has led
by example, swapping his Bentley for a Prius, but
also through dialogue, travelling company-wide to
encourage all associates to take part in the transformation of the company. He created a Global Sustainability Council to bring together managers from
Interface operations around the globe and foster
internal dialogue around sustainability.
The passion of Anderson’s vision has inspired
employees, and many Interface innovations can be
traced back to a motivated company culture that

reducing ghgs

of modular carpet, with more than 5,000 employ-

ees, and a business valued at more than US$1 billion.

encourages staff to seek out leading-edge solutions.
For example, Interface was the first company in its
sector to voluntarily measure and report its annual
GHG emissions publicly, and was a founding member of the EPA Climate Leaders program. It was
also the first company to offer a third-party verified
climate neutral product to its customers – Cool
Carpet™ – and all of Interface’s products in North
America are now climate neutral.
Interface also seeks to empower its employees to
take action on climate change in their personal lives.
Programs like Cool Co2mmute™ and Cool Fuel™
enable Interface employees to calculate and easily
offset their own carbon footprints.
Innovative technologies have also helped the company dramatically shrink its energy consumption and
GHG emissions. Meticulous monitoring of energy use
allows the company to strategically target improvement opportunities, ranging from replacing electrical
lighting with natural light to installing highly efficient
motors in its plants. Interface further reduces its
climate impact by using renewable energy from solar
arrays and landfill gas. By the end of 2007, Interface
had successfully reduced its net absolute GHG emissions by 82% from its baseline year of 1996.
Most recently, Interface’s ongoing commitment
to sustainability has resulted in Mission Zero™,
the company’s promise to eliminate its negative
impacts by 2020.
F o r m o r e i n f o r ma t i o n

www.interfacesustainability.com

m ov i n g f o rwa r d
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nterface, Inc. is the world’s largest manufacturer

offsetting ghgs

T h e i m p o r t a n c e o f e x e c u t i v e c o mm i t m e n t
and leadership
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Interface, Inc.

measuring ghgs
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3.	Obtain buy-in and active commitment
to the goals from leaders in the organization
An absolutely critical success factor for any GHG management program is buyin from key players like business owners, executives, board members, and senior
managers. Their commitment and involvement will drive the message that the
program is a priority both within the company and externally. In particular,
these leaders should specifically endorse and promote the goals developed in
Step 2. Their commitment will need to be re-iterated and reinforced over time,
to help ensure continuing momentum for the program.
Other important players include managers and the employees across the organization who will eventually be involved in implementing the GHG management
program. Less senior employees can also be pivotal to the success of the program
– like the custodian who is responsible for turning off all the lights at night. Both
management and employee support can be increased if recognition and management systems are adjusted to take into account the goals of the program.
Creating a green team
At IKEA Group, the Swedish
home furnishings retailer, Social

4. Create a climate leadership team
and allocate funds

and Environmental Affairs has

Keeping in mind the goals of the GHG management program discussed above,

a team of nine people and its

it is necessary to determine who will lead the program. Some things to consider

manager, Thomas Bergmark, reports

when designating the climate leadership team:

directly to the president and CEO.

“At a very early stage, the board

• Ensure that the team has adequate authority and representation from all

and the CEO recognized how

key departments to ensure both buy-in and execution of the program.

important these issues are to a

• Other staff members need to be aware of the team and its activities, and

business like IKEA,” Bergmark says.

its support from senior management. This matters even at early stages,

“It’s a great value having the role

because the team will likely be collecting information and data about GHG

report to the CEO because there is
no question in the organization as
to whether this is important or not.
It’s a very clear signal from the board

emissions from different parts of the organization. Good communication
skills will also be important.
• The team will need basic knowledge about GHG management. Training,

and from the CEO.”

possibly through workshops or online courses, or through a consultant,

Source

may be useful.

www.edelman.com/expertise/practices/csr/
documents/EdelmanCSR020508Final_000.pdf

• The size and composition of the team will likely change over time as the
GHG management program develops and the organization gains a better
understanding of the activities needed to meet its objectives.

g e t t i n g s ta r t e d
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When should a business hire a consultant
to assist with its GHG management program?
1 . La c k o f e x p e r t i s e
A consultant can carry out the first emissions inventory, simply check results,
and/or train the employees of the organization to do the inventory in the future.
Consultants can also perform specialized activities, like carrying out an energy audit,
and suggest reduction initiatives, along with information about payback, financing, and
government and utility incentive programs.

3 . t h e n e e d f o r v e r i f i c at i o n
If independently verified results are important (e.g. if the business is making a public
announcement about its initiative), consultants can be hired to plan and carry out the
emissions inventory, or alternatively, and more affordably, just to verify the results.

Climate Savers
One objective of GHG
management may be participating

• In smaller businesses, the team might be comprised of just one person

in a voluntary GHG program with
other businesses. For example,

tasked with most aspects of the program, and given the authority to get the

WWF’s Climate Savers program

job done.

assists leading companies in

Allocating funds to the GHG management program can be challenging at
the beginning, since the business will not yet have much information about
the activities it will undertake and related costs, or about the possibilities for

establishing ambitious targets to
voluntarily reduce their greenhouse
gas emissions. By 2010, participating
companies will have cut carbon

generating cost savings from reduction measures, for example. However, using

emissions by some 14 million

its high-level goals as a guide, an organization can determine what steps will

tonnes annually – the equivalent of

be required to achieve them, and then gather the information necessary to de-

taking more than 3 million cars off

velop an appropriate budget and timeline. Many aspects of the GHG manage-

the road every year – and saved

ment program will not require large up-front investments, and there are many
resources available to help businesses with their inventories and reduction efforts. Starting slowly is also an option.

hundreds of millions of dollars.

c o m m u n i c at i n g

4 . P ot e n t i a l c o s t s o f m i s ta k e s
The credibility of data becomes important when money is at stake – for example,
in the form of penalties, capital investment to comply with regulations,
or costs to purchase carbon offsets.

offsetting ghgs

reducing ghgs

2 . La c k o f t i m e
If staff are too busy, a consultant can help fill in the gaps, or perform most tasks
associated with the program.

Source

www.worldwildlife.org/climate/item3799.html

m ov i n g f o rwa r d
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Helpful resources for getting started
The Climate Change Guide
by Canadian Business for Social Responsibility
www.cbsr.ca/CBSR_ClimateChangeGuide.pdf
Competitive Advantage on a Warming Planet
Harvard Business Review, March 2007, by Jonathan Lash and Fred Wellington
www.wri.org/publication/competitive-advantage-warming-planet
Climate Change – a Business Revolution?
by The Carbon Trust
www.carbontrust.co.uk/publications/publicationdetail?productid=CTC740
Brand Value at Risk from Climate Change
by The Carbon Trust
www.carbontrust.co.uk/carbon/PrivateSector/brand_value.htm
Managing the Risks and Opportunities of Climate Change:
A Practical Toolkit for Corporate Leaders
by CERES
www.ceres.org//Document.Doc?id=332
A Three-Pronged Approach to Corporate Climate Strategy
by Business for Social Responsibility
www.bsr.org/reports/BSR_Climate-Change-Report.pdf

g e t t i n g s ta r t e d
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Measuring Greenhouse
Gas Emissions
This section provides guidance on developing a GHG emissions

D i ag r am 2 :

the emissions to be measured. It then looks at collecting data

C o m pa r i s o n o f e m i s s i o n

for the inventory and calculating GHG emissions, and concludes

f o r t wo b u s i n e s s e s

i n v e n to ry r e s u lt s

with ideas for quality control.
Hot Water: 1%

program, the next step is often to perform an emissions inven-

Misc.: 3%
Cooling: 4%
Ventilating: 6%

tory, which will provide information about the GHG emissions
the business is responsible for. This involves identifying the ma-

jor emission sources of an organization (for example, energy consumption by
tifying those emissions, usually in tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e).
Although most businesses will have somewhat different emission sources

Lighting: 39%

Heating: 47%
Total: 4,589 tonnes

(for example, an office-based company will have a different emissions profile
than a retailer; see Diagram 2 at right), there is much common ground, and the
same basic accounting approach is used for all types and sizes of businesses.

Why carry out an emissions inventory?
There are several reasons to consider performing an emissions inventory as part

Small Office IN B.C .

Staff
commuting: 12%

Electricity: 1%

Paper
use: 19%

of an overall greenhouse gas management plan. First, an emissions inventory

Business
travel: 68%

highlights the business activities that emit the most GHGs, and helps deterTotal: 245 tonnes

mine the best opportunities for reductions. Second, the inventory establishes a
benchmark for tracking future performance in reducing emissions. Third, the
inventory allows a business to assess how it will be affected by potential market
and regulatory changes that put a price on GHG emissions. Finally, for businesses

c o m m u n i c at i n g

buildings, and emissions from company vehicles and air travel), and then quan-

Sources

http://oee.nrcan.gc.ca/publications/infosource/
pub/ici/eii/M144_23_2003E/english/pdf/
hosp_eng.pdf
Materials from the David Suzuki Foundation

m ov i n g f o rwa r d

O

nce a business has determined the goals of its GHG management

LARGE RETAILER IN ONTARIO

offsetting ghgs

discusses how to plan an inventory by setting boundaries for

reducing ghgs

inventory. It introduces the Greenhouse Gas Protocol, and
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that are pursuing carbon neutral initiatives, the emissions inventory will proBest practice for GHG
accounting
The Greenhouse Gas Protocol
(GHG Protocol) is the most
widely used international

vide the total amount of emissions that needs to be addressed through direct
reductions and the purchase of carbon offsets.

The Greenhouse Gas Protocol

accounting system for greenhouse

The GHG Protocol is an internationally accepted accounting method for mea-

gas emissions. It was developed

suring and reporting greenhouse gas emissions, and is used by companies, gov-

as an initiative of the World

ernments, and non-governmental organizations. It allows the tracking of the six

Resources Institute and the
World Business Council for
Sustainable Development, which

includes ongoing collaboration
with businesses, governments,

main greenhouse gases that cause climate change (described in the box on page
vii). Below is a diagram showing the sources of some of these greenhouse gases.
DI A G OPERATIONAL
R A M 3 : B rBOUNDARIES
e a k d o w n o f G H G Em i s s i o n S o u r c e s
A c c o r d i n g to t h e G H G P roto c o l

FIGURE 5

and environmental groups around
the world to build credible and

CO2

SF6

effective programs for tackling

CH4

HFCs

N2O

PFCs

SCOPE 1

climate change.

DIRECT

SCOPE 3

SCOPE 2

The GHG Protocol provides

INDIRECT

INDIRECT

the accounting framework for
nearly every GHG standard and

EMPLOYEE BUSINESS TRAVEL
PURCHASED ELECTRICITY
FOR OWN USE

program in the world – from

PRODUCTION OF
PURCHASED
MATERIALS

COMPANY
OWNED VEHICLES

WASTE DISPOSAL

the International Standards
Organization (ISO) to the

PRODUCT
USE

Climate Registry – as well as

OUTSOURCED ACTIVITIES

CONTRACTOR OWNED
VEHICLES

FUEL COMBUSTION

the GHG inventories prepared
by individual companies. It also
features a number of downloadable

Source: New Zealand Business Council for Sustainable Development.

Source: New Zealand Business Council for Sustainable Development.

calculation tools to help calculate
an organization’s emissions.

The discussion in this section is adapted from The Greenhouse Gas Protocol:

source

A Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard (Revised Edition),5 an excellent

www.ghgprotocol.org

resource for governments, non-governmental organizations, and others. It is
hoped that the information provided in this guide will give businesses an understanding of the core concepts and steps involved, as well as provide some
practical tools to help apply the GHG Protocol to their own emissions inventories.
The primary steps involved in performing an emissions inventory are: establishing an emissions boundary (deciding which emission sources will be
included in the inventory), collecting activity data, calculating emissions, and
ensuring that quality control measures are in place.

g e t t i n g s ta r t e d

Step 1: Establish an emissions boundary
Before measuring the GHG emissions from a business, it’s necessary to decide
which emission sources will be included in the inventory. This is called setting
the boundaries of the inventory, and is done in two stages: (1) setting the organizational boundary; and (2) setting the operational boundary.

inventoried the emissions

zational boundary will be fairly straightforward. Larger businesses may have

associated with

more complicated forms of organization, such as branches, subsidiar-

producing almost a

ies, joint partnerships and so on; specific guidance for these types of

million copies of its

organizations is provided in The Greenhouse Gas Protocol. Once the

monthly magazine.

organizational boundary has been determined, all subsequent inventory

Working closely

6

with its suppliers,

activities fall within that boundary.

and using the

Next is the operational boundary, which defines which GHG emission

GHG Protocol,

sources from within the organizational boundary will be included in the in-

the magazine

ventory. All significant GHG emission sources from the operations within

accounted for emissions

the organizational boundary are identified, and classified according to the

from its offices (including

GHG Protocol as “direct” (owned or controlled by the company) or “indirect”

employee commuting), forest

(owned or controlled by another party). This distinction is designed to avoid

harvesting, paper production (the

double-counting of the same emission sources by different organizations, by
assigning responsibility for emission sources

largest source by far), printing,
disposal, and transportation at all
stages. The total was 962 tons, or

ISO standards for
GHG management

based primarily on ownership or control. Di-

0.95 kilograms of CO2e for each

rect emission sources are termed “scope 1”,

copy. The company chose to offset

The ISO 14064 Greenhouse Gases

and indirect emission sources are divided into

these emissions for its 2008 Better

is a voluntary, three-part series

“scope 2” and “scope 3” (see next page, Table 2:

Planet special issue.

of auditable standards that are

Emission Scopes According to the GHG Protocol,

Source

compatible with the GHG Protocol.
Developed and approved by more
than 50 countries, ISO 14064 has

for a breakdown of each emission scope).
After classifying its emission sources as

been approved as national standards

scope 1, 2, or 3, a business can decide on its

of Canada.

operational boundary, as discussed below. A

Source

simple method for mapping the operational

www.csa.ca

boundary is described on pages 14-15.

reducing ghgs

Smaller businesses may be a single entity, in which case setting the organi-

Discover, a science and

technology magazine, recently

offsetting ghgs

col which of these entities (or perhaps all) will be included in the inventory.

Discovering inventories

http://discovermagazine.com/2008/may/21how-big-is-discover.s-carbon-footprint

c o m m u n i c at i n g

ties that make up the business, and deciding on the basis of the GHG Proto-

m ov i n g f o rwa r d

Setting the organizational boundary involves looking at the corporate enti-
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Ta b l e 2 : Em i s s i o n S c o p e s A c c o r d i n g to t h e G H G P roto c o l
Sc o p e 1 :
D i r e c t G H G e m i s s i o n s (Com panyowned or controlled sources)

Sc o p e 2 :
INDirect G HG
em issions (P urcha sed
electricity, heat, or
steam)

• Purchased electricity
• Generation of heat, steam, and electricity
• Purchased heat or
• Combustion of fuel in boilers,
steam (e.g. through
furnaces or generators
• Transportation of materials, goods, products,
district heating)
waste and employees in company-owned or
controlled sources
• Manufacturing and chemical processing
• Fugitive emissions either intentionally
or unintentionally released – leaks from
equipment joints, for example
• Emissions from chemicals (such as HFCs)
used in refrigeration and air conditioning
equipment

Sc o p e 3 :
Indirect GHG emissions
( ot h e r SOURCES )

• Transportation of goods and materials
in vehicles owned or controlled by third
parties (e.g. shipping and courier services)
• Transportation of people in vehicles owned or
controlled by third parties (e.g. business travel,
employee commuting, and customer travel)
• Outsourced activities such as printing,
design, etc.
• Extraction and production of materials and
products (e.g. paper) purchased by the business
• End use and disposal of company products
• Consumption of purchased electricity, heat
or steam in a leased operation not owned or
controlled by the company

s o u r c e : The Greenhouse Gas Protocol: A Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard (Revised Edition)

Companies taking
responsibility for
scope 3 emissions

Which emission sources should
be included in the inventory?

Determining the operational boundary means deciding which emission sources

DHL Express Nordic, a division

to include in the inventory. According to the GHG Protocol, at a minimum all

of a major transportation and

scope 1 and scope 2 emissions should be included in the emissions inventory.

logistics company, included scope
3 emissions in its inventory
because it found that 94% of its
emissions originated from the
transport of goods via outsourced
transportation firms. Similarly,
IKEA Sweden decided to include

scope 3 emissions from customer
vehicle travel to its stores when it

Scope 3, as a whole, is considered an optional reporting category by the
GHG Protocol, but here are some reasons to include significant scope 3 emissions in the emissions inventory:
• Including scope 3 emissions provides a more realistic accounting of the
climate impact of the business. Scope 3 emissions may be large relative to
an organization’s scope 1 and scope 2 emissions, or crucial to its business
activity. For example, scope 3 emissions from commuter and business travel

became clear that these emissions

by employees are often included in emissions inventories, and a business may

were large relative to its scope 1

have significant emissions associated with its supply chain, or with the use of

and scope 2 emissions.

its products by customers. There is also a growing trend among stakeholders

source

to look at the broader picture in terms of the climate impact of a business.

The Greenhouse Gas Protocol: A Corporate
Accounting and Reporting Standard (Revised
Edition)

• Data are readily obtainable. For example, the emissions associated with
the paper used by a business (a scope 3 emission source) can be easily
quantified based on the number of paper reams used.
• There are opportunities to engage employees. Including scope 3 emissions
such as employee commuting provides opportunities to engage and empower
employees, and also broadens the range of reduction initiatives available.
• A business may be able to influence the emissions of its suppliers and/or

g e t t i n g s ta r t e d

• The emissions are not being accounted for by any other organization.
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their emissions from shipping – and thereby reduce its own scope 3 emissions.
• A business wants to show leadership. A business may wish to include scope
3 emissions in order to take responsibility for its overall climate impact.
C ASE STU DY

David Suzuki Foundation

reducing ghgs

customers. For example, a business could work with its suppliers to reduce

F o r m o r e i n f o r ma t i o n

www.davidsuzuki.org/Climate_Change/What_You_Can_Do/carbon_
neutral_office.asp

c o m m u n i c at i n g

Foundation, and its travel agent sends a monthly
spreadsheet with all air travel, including distances in
kilometres for each flight taken. Data from
staff commuting is captured at the same time the
Foundation participates in the annual Commuter
Challenge event (see box on page 40).
The Foundation continues to look for ways to
reduce its emissions. Some examples include: choosing the most energy-efficient photocopier available;
installing timers on all major appliances so they shut
off at the end of the day; and using 100% post-consumer recycled paper in its photocopier, printers, and
most publications. In 2007, the Foundation purchased
video-conferencing equipment for its offices that will
help to reduce emissions from air travel, as well as
save money on air fares.
To compensate for emissions that remain after reduction efforts, the Foundation purchases high quality,
Gold Standard carbon offsets.

m ov i n g f o rwa r d

A

s an environmental organization working on
sustainability and climate solutions, the David
Suzuki Foundation is committed to reducing its own
climate impact. Since 2003, staff have carried out an
annual inventory of the greenhouse gases generated
by the Foundation’s activities.
Using resources from the GHG Protocol website,
four major emission sources were originally identified and included in the inventory: electricity use, staff
commuting, paper use, and air travel by staff. In 2007
an additional source – events – was added to reflect
the fact that several public events were organized
by the Foundation that year. For the fiscal year
2006-2007, greenhouse gas emissions from these
five sources totalled 216.1 metric tonnes.
Over the years, the Foundation has been able to
simplify the process of completing its annual inventory. For example, it has worked with its key suppliers
to find ways to collect activity data. The Foundation’s
printing company sends an annual tally (in kilograms
and recycled content) of all paper used by the

offsetting ghgs

measuring emissions from an office-based organization
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Mapping the Operational Boundary

Following the steps
on these two pages, a
business can identify its
emission sources; classify
them as scope 1, 2, or 3;
and draw an operational
boundary for its emissions
inventory.

O

ne way to determine the operational boundary for a business is to draw a
simple map all of its facilities and emission sources, and determine whether
they are Scope 1, 2 or 3 by following the steps below. It may be helpful
to walk around the facilities to collect the information required. See the
diagram on the next page for an example of a completed map.
note: businesses should first define their ‘organizational’ boundary, i.e. if they have
branches, subsidiaries or partnerships they should determine which of these will be
included in their inventory.
Equipment needed:

paper, black, red, green and blue markers

1	Identify operations
To begin, identify all of the physical sites within the organizational boundary. Draw
a building to represent each site. Examples include head and branch offices, garages,
warehouses, etc. Use a black marker and label the sites.

2	Map heating and electricity for all physical sites
A	 For each site indicate whether there is heating or electricity generated by

equipment owned by the business. Draw a red arrow to these sites and label it.
B For sites that use purchased electricity, heat or steam, draw a green arrow and label it.
C In some cases, such as leased spaces, the business may not have ownership or

operational control of the site, particularly if it is not the sole tenant (see the
Glossary for a definition of control). If there is no ownership or control, indicate any
electricity, heat or steam that is purchased or included in the lease with blue arrows, and label.

3	Map other GHG emission sources
When mapping each of the emission sources below, draw the boxes below the physical
site they are associated with. In the case of emission sources that are common to more
than one site, either draw separate boxes for each site or make a note on the box that it
applies to more than one site.
A	 T r a ns p o rtat i o n

• Identify all company-owned vehicles, such as company cars and delivery fleets.
Draw a red box for each group and label.
• Identify all transportation of people and freight in vehicles not owned by the
business. Some examples include: transporting goods to and from the business by
truck, rail, or air; business travel by employees; and employee commuting. Draw a
blue box for each source and label.
B Oth er on - s i t e GHG e m i s s i o n s

• Identify all other on-site GHG emission sources for the business, such as the fugitive
emissions of chemicals used in refrigeration or manufacturing. Draw a red box for
each source and label.
C M ater i al i n p u t s

• Identify material inputs (e.g. packaging and other supplies) sourced from outside
the business. Draw a blue box for each input or group of inputs and label.
D O ut- s o u r c e d s e rv i c e s

• Identify out-sourced services, such as cleaning services. Draw a blue box for each
service and label.
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• Identify products sold by the business – their end-use will produce emissions. Draw a blue box
for each product or group of products and label.
F	 Was te

• Identify waste produced by the business, as this will produce emissions when landfilled.
Draw a blue box for waste and label it.
G	 Extern al events (c o nf er enc es , r e t r e at s , e t c . )

• Identify any external events hosted by the business. Draw a blue box for each event and label.

4 Draw the operational boundary

o f fosfeftsteitntgi nggh g s

E	 End-us e o f p ro d u c ts by c us to me r s

SOURCE : Adapted from materials developed by the Pembina Institute

m ov i n g f o rwa r d

according to the GHG Protocol. (See Table 2 on page 12 for a description of scope 1, 2, and 3
emissions.)
B Decide which Scope 3 emissions to include – these are all the blue items. For more guidance,
see Which emission sources should be included in the inventory? on page 12.
C Use a black marker and draw a dotted line around emissions that will be included in the
inventory. This is the operational boundary.
Once the operational boundary has been determined, the next step is to collect emissions activity data
for all of the emission sources that have been identified. This is discussed in the guide beginning on page
16, and Table 3 gives a list of common emission sources and where to find data.
Businesses should also note that they may wish to expand their operational boundary over time, and
include more emission sources in their inventory. Another possibility is to work with the organizations
responsible for the emissions (such as suppliers) and encourage them to make reductions.

c o m m u n i c at i n g

A	 Include all red and green items. These are Scope 1 (red) and Scope 2 (green) emissions
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Step 2: Collect activity data
Once the emissions boundary has been drawn, the next step is to collect the
relevant information about each emission source within the boundary. This
is referred to as activity data. Activity data are simply a measurement of the
activities that generate emissions, and will be found in standard units such as
kilometres driven, litres of fuel used, and kilowatt hours.
Collecting activity data is often the most time-consuming part of developing a GHG inventory, simply because company records might not have captured this data in a systematic way.
Winemakers measure up

Because the accuracy of the emissions inventory is only as good as the ac-

Wine industry groups in California,

tivity data it is based on, it is important that the data be collected carefully. If

New Zealand, South Africa and

data isn’t available for some emission sources, businesses may need to rely on

Australia have together developed

estimates, particularly in the first years of carrying out an inventory. As exper-

the International Wine Industry
Greenhouse Gas Accounting
Protocol, based on the original GHG

tise and information are acquired within the organization, the precision of the
inventory will increase.

Protocol. Major emission sources for

In order to simplify and standardize the data collection process, many com-

wineries were categorized as follows:

panies design an information management system for data collection. This in-

• Scope 1 – Fuel consumption of

volves identifying which data needs to be col-

water heaters, boilers and farm

lected, where the data will be obtained, who

equipment;

will be responsible for collection, and how the

• Scope 2 – Purchased electricity,

Streamlining the
inventory process

data will be managed and stored over time.

Over time, creative ways can be

For smaller companies, this is a relatively

found to make the data collection

such as fertilizers and packaging

straightforward process, but larger com-

system faster and more efficient.

materials, along with emissions

panies with more than one facility may

from transporting products to

require a more sophisticated system, such

heat and steam; and
• Scope 3 – Supply chain emissions,

market.
The protocol also includes
a calculator to help wineries
measure their emissions.
Source

www.climatebiz.com/news/2008/01/29/
global-wine-industry-tackle-carbonfootprinting

as an online emissions database.
Table 3 provides some examples of

For example, if employees fly
frequently, one option is to work
with the accounting department to
devise a system to capture flight
data as trips are booked. Another

common emission sources, and typi-

option is to arrange to have the

cal places to find corresponding activ-

company travel agent keep a log of

ity data.

air travel for the business including
distances for each flight.

Purchased electricity
Purchased heating
(e.g. district heating)

Utility bills; online customer accounts.
Utility bills; online customer accounts.

kWh
GJ, BTUs, therms

On-site heating
generation (e.g. furnaces)

Utility bills; fuel purchase records and invoices;
storage tank logs; online customer accounts.

litres, GJ, cubic ft.

Company-owned
vehicles

Fuel purchase records; fuel receipts; fuel tank logs.
If fuel consumption data is not available, kilometres
travelled (trip records, odometer readings,
maintenance records) and vehicle make and
model year are a second-best option when used
with online vehicle emission calculators.

fuel type and amount
consumed (litres), or
km travelled and vehicle
make/model year

Business travel (vehicle)

Accounting receipts; expense claims.

fuel type and amount
consumed (litres), or
km travelled and vehicle
make/model year

Business travel (air)

Online calculators can be used to find distances for
flights.

km flown, or possibly
fuel used (in the case of
charter flights)

Employee commuting

Many employers use surveys to collect data about
this – free online survey providers can be useful.

km travelled and mode
of transportation, or
fuel type and amount
consumed

Freight transport

Shipping invoices; delivery invoices. Shipping and
delivery companies may need to be contacted to
obtain the information required, i.e. the weight
shipped and the distance travelled.

kg and km transported,
and mode of transport
(truck, rail, air, ship)

Leased space

Lessees might not receive bills for electricity
or heating/cooling charges. In this case average
calculations can be done based on the size of the
space and the length of time it is used.

m2 or sq. ft., days

Material inputs

Receipts for purchases; suppliers; life-cycle analysis
calculators.

Varies

Fugitive emissions (air
conditioning/refrigeration
equipment, pipelines, etc.)

Industry and government publications; equipment
specifications.

Varies

Outsourced activities

Request this information from contractors or
suppliers, or work with them to obtain it.

Varies

g e t t i n g s ta r t e d
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Step 3: Calculate GHG emissions
Once all relevant activity data have been collected, the next step in creating an
inventory is to do the actual emissions calculations. The basic formula is:

(activity data) x (GHG emission factor) = GHG emissions
Emission factors are used to convert activity data from a business into GHG
emissions values (usually in kilograms or tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent,
CO2e). For example, using the emission factor for long-haul air travel, it is possible to calculate the emissions produced by one passenger travelling 1000 km by
airplane:

1000 km x 0.11 kg CO2 /km = 0.11 tonnes CO2
Other emission factors allow the calculation of CO2e produced by using electricity, or by driving a car. Most often, businesses will use automated calculation tools, either in an online or spreadsheet format, to calculate their emissions. These tools are easy to use (since they use built-in emission factors), save
time, and can reduce the chance of errors. Helpful resources for measuring GHG
emissions (page 19) includes links to some of these tools.
Tips for creating an emissions inventory
• An inventory is an iterative process, not a one-time project. Expect to improve
accuracy and expand scope over time, rather than aiming for perfection the first
time around. However, make sure that opportunities for improvement are captured,
e.g. if data from fuel consumption from company cars is missing, determine a way to
collect that information for the next inventory and put it in place.
• Similarly, a business might start with a relatively basic inventory, in terms of scope,
and then expand it in succeeding years. For example, in its first-year inventory, a
business could include all scope 1 (e.g. company fleet and building energy use) and
scope 2 emissions (e.g. purchased electricity), and possibly some relevant scope 3
sources (e.g. business air travel). Additional scope 3 emission sources could be
added in subsequent years.
• When starting, it may be useful to focus on what can readily be measured, and then
implement some quick reduction measures in those areas. This will help create
momentum by demonstrating that the program delivers results.
• The first inventory might not be the ideal baseline, i.e. the benchmark for comparing
future inventories, if it is less than complete or known to have problems with
accuracy. See How to Set a Reduction Target in Section 3 for more information.

g e t t i n g s ta r t e d

able information: identifying areas for targeting reductions; evaluating progress
in reducing emissions in future years; assessing the exposure of an organization
to factors like carbon pricing; meeting regulatory requirements; making public
claims related to the carbon footprint of the business (e.g. in an annual report);
or calculating the number of offsets required for a carbon neutral initiative.
It is fairly easy to make simple mistakes that, when multiplied at the calcula-

Software to help
inventory GHG emissions
from energy use

tion stage, result in an emissions total that is significantly higher or lower than

Johnson Controls, a specialist in

it should be – for example, by using incorrect units (e.g. miles instead of kms),

climate control systems, developed

inputting incorrect emission factors, or through simple data entry errors. For
this reason, if a business is preparing its own calculations it is useful to have a
second employee review calculations and data entry sheets.
It can also be reassuring for organizations that are preparing their own in-

a software system for its clients
that uses data from utility bill
processing to help inventory and
report GHG emissions. It also enters
into performance contracts with

ventories to have a reputable consultant review their emissions calculations.

its clients, under which it commits

Larger organizations might wish to have a more formal third-party verification

to reduce GHG emissions at client

statement by an auditor. Most major accounting firms now provide these ser-

facilities using the software.

vices, as do a number of smaller consulting operations.

Source

Helpful resources for measuring GHG emissions
The Greenhouse Gas Protocol

Hot Climate, Cool Commerce: A Service Sector Guide to Greenhouse Gas
Management by World Resources Institute
http://pdf.wri.org/hotclimatecoolcommerce.pdf
The Greenhouse Gas Protocol: A Corporate Accounting and Reporting
Standard by World Resources Institute
www.ghgprotocol.org/files/downloads/Publications/ghg-protocol-revised.pdf
Working 9 to 5 on Climate Change: An Office Guide
by World Resources Institute
www.wri.org/publication/working-9-5-climate-change-office-guide#

Citigroup Equity Research: Global Thematic
Investing, Climatic Consequences, January 19,
2007 p. 93.

measuring ghgs

vided by the inventory may have many different uses, each of which requires reli-
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Quality control of the emissions inventory is important. The information pro-
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GHG Emission calculation tools

GHG Protocol Calculation Tools
www.ghgprotocol.org/
Environmental Defense Paper Emissions Calculator
www.environmentaldefense.org/papercalculator/
Carbon Calculators for Businesses and Other Organizations
www.davidsuzuki.org/Climate_Change/What_You_Can_Do/business_carbon_
calculators.asp
OpenEco.org
www.openeco.com

g e t t i n g s ta r t e d
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Reducing Greenhouse
Gas Emissions
This section discusses how to reduce greenhouse

reducing ghgs

gas emissions from a business. It covers setting a reduction
target, identifying and selecting reduction opportunities, tracking
reductions and cost savings over time, and concludes with
a summary of typical reduction opportunities for businesses.

R

educing emissions is the single most important part of an orgations, the problem of climate change cannot be solved.

benefits, such as cost savings.
The main steps involved in reducing emissions are:

Small changes add up
to big GHG reductions
HP, a global IT manufacturer

and supplier, estimated that

1. Set a reduction target

its redesigned print cartridge

2. Identify opportunities for reducing GHG emissions.

packaging for North America would

3. Assess, select and implement the emission reduction measures.
4. Track reductions and cost savings on a regular basis.
5. Continue to make reductions, and look for new reduction
opportunities.
Each of these steps is discussed in more detail below.

reduce greenhouse gas emissions
from shipping by an estimated
16,000 tonnes in 2007 – the
equivalent of taking more than
3,000 cars off the road for one year.
Source

http://h41131.www4.hp.com/ca/en/
pr/02082007a.html

c o m m u n i c at i n g

reduce its own climate impact, but also potentially realize some other important
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By reducing its own GHG emissions, a business can not only
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nization’s greenhouse gas management program. Without reduc-
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Step 1: Set a reduction target
A business can often drive GHG reductions more effectively by setting an
emission reduction target. For example:
• A target provides a business with a concrete goal around which reduction
efforts can be planned, and performance assessed.
• A target is an excellent way for an organization to communicate its
commitment to reduce its climate impact to employees and other
stakeholders.
• Having departmental or unit sub-targets can help to establish
accountability. Involving employees in the process of setting targets can
also be a way to ensure their buy-in.
• Businesses that are participating in government or voluntary GHG
Green refrigeration
equipment saves money
and GHGs
GreenChill is a voluntary program

of program of the U.S. EPA that
is helping supermarkets to curb

programs may be required to set a reduction target.
As with other aspects of GHG management programs there are many options with respect to targets. For example, a company-wide target could be set
for all emission sources and business units: for example, 10% below 2009 total
emissions by 2012. Or a business can set diverse targets across different business

greenhouse gas and ozone-depleting

units or emission sources that all contribute to the overall company target: for

emissions. Twenty-eight partners,

example, reducing electricity use by 20% or reducing air travel by 15%. A busi-

including several large supermarket

ness whose emissions result primarily from transportation might set a target to

chains, are preventing leakage of

reduce just those emissions.

refrigerants and/or installing more
efficient refrigeration systems.
New technologies tend to be
more energy efficient, need less

Whatever target is chosen, it is important to set a challenging and inspirational goal that will motivate employees to think creatively, and help propel
operations beyond “business as usual.”

maintenance, improve the shelf life
of food, and produce fewer GHG

Choosing a base year for the reduction target

emissions. So far, the program

In order to set a reduction target, a business needs to first select a base year, which

has saved nearly $13 million in
operating costs, and avoided
emissions of 2.5 million tonnes
of CO2e.
Source

http://greenbiz.com/news/2008/06/11/
greenchill-members-save-13m

will be a reference year against which to assess its progress in meeting its reduction target in future years. It is important to choose a base year for which reliable,
accurate, and comprehensive emissions data are available. The base year may be
the first year that an emissions inventory is completed, or, alternatively, the first
year that a business decides its emissions inventory is sufficiently accurate and
complete. A specific base year may also be prescribed by government or voluntary
GHG programs.7

g e t t i n g s ta r t e d
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How deep should the reduction target be?

measuring ghgs

How deep the reduction target is depends on several factors:
• Level of opportunity for GHG reductions. A business that has not
previously made efforts to reduce its emissions can usually meet more
aggressive targets, since there will be more opportunities for reductions.
• Timing. A business that is due to make large investments in new
equipment or facilities may have significant reduction opportunities.
• Flexibility. A business that is able to adjust its maximum payback period

• The type of emission sources in the business’s inventory, because some
sources are easier to reduce than others.
• Expected future growth of the business, which could be accompanied by
growth in emissions.

Absolute vs. intensity targets

Working with suppliers
to reduce GHG emissions
Wal-Mart, the world’s largest

retailer and private employer,

It is important to understand the distinction between absolute targets and intensity

in partnership with the Carbon

targets. Absolute targets are concrete emission reduction goals for the entire

Disclosure Project, is asking a

organization, or for specific emission sources, and do not consider other factors, such

group of its suppliers to measure

as the company’s growth. An example of an absolute target would be the reduction in

and report the energy used to

total greenhouse gas emissions by 20% below 2000 levels by 2010. Absolute targets

make and distribute their products.

are needed to effectively address climate change, because, if met, they ensure that

A pilot scheme will involve about

the overall amount of emissions that enters the atmosphere is reduced. Businesses

30 interested suppliers in seven

that want to reduce their climate impact should be setting absolute targets for

product categories: soda, beer, soap,

emission reductions.

toothpaste, DVDs, vacuum cleaners

Intensity targets are relative to some measure of business activity, such as

and milk. The goal is to find ways to

company growth, or units of production. An example of an intensity target would be

reduce Wal-Mart’s indirect climate

the reduction of CO2 per unit of production by 10% between 2000 and 2008. Meeting

impact, and it is expected that this

intensity targets will not necessarily result in a reduction in a company’s overall

will also lead to cost savings for the

emissions. For example, if a company’s production increases, its overall emissions

company.

may increase as well, even if the intensity target is met. Intensity targets can be useful
to measure progress within a company in reducing the energy intensity of various
activities, but they are not a replacement for absolute reduction targets.

Source

www.greenbiz.com/news/2007/09/25/walmarts-newest-green-goal-cleaner-supply-chains

c o m m u n i c at i n g
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Step 2: Identify opportunities for reducing
GHG emissions
A good place to start when deciding where to make reductions is with the completed emissions inventory, as it will often reveal the best opportunities for reductions. In many cases the largest emission sources will offer the most poAs simple as fixing a leak
At Catalyst Paper Corporation,
one of North America’s largest

tential for making reductions. Employees can also be instrumental in helping
identify reduction opportunities.
There are many different ways for busi-

producers of mechanical printing

nesses to achieve reductions in GHG emissions.

papers, employees are identifying

Later in this section is a description of general

dozens of simple ideas to save

categories of reduction types, and some com-

energy. One mill calculated that

mon examples of specific reduction opportuni-

savings from using ENERGY

ties. This list is far from exhaustive, but these

STAR qualified equipment can

categories are a good starting point for many

amount to $3,491 per year for an

air hose left running costs the mill

organizations. Businesses may also find it help-

office of 200 employees. A current

$54,000/year.

ful to work with a consultant to identify cost-

Source

effective reduction opportunities through an

fixing an air leak in a quarter-inch
pipe would save $6,000/year in
wasted energy, while a one-inch

www.worldwildlife.org/climate/item3799.html

energy audit or other assessment measures.
Although it can be tempting to begin with
low-cost, low-tech solutions, and over time im-

Look for the
ENERGY STAR®
According to NRCAN, energy

list of ENERGY STAR qualified
products in Canada can be found
at www.energystar.gc.ca
The ENERGY STAR® is administered and
promoted in Canada by Natural Resources
Canada and is registered in Canada by the
United States Environmental Protection Agency.

plement solutions that require more investment,
this practice – while yielding immediate savings – tends to leave a business with
more expensive measures that become increasingly difficult to justify. One way
to avoid this is to bundle a combination of some short- and longer-term payback initiatives, which will allow a business to realize some immediate energy
savings yet still tackle longer payback items. Another option is to earmark and
reinvest the savings achieved by each measure into future reduction efforts.
Most businesses begin looking for reduction opportunities within their
own operations, and then proceed to consider engaging with suppliers and others to deal with upstream or downstream emissions.

g e t t i n g s ta r t e d
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www.mec.ca

reducing ghgs

provided them to its consultants, who created a
spreadsheet to calculate the GHG emissions from
each location. The final report compared each building’s footprint to show which location would yield
the greatest reduction in GHG emissions by switching to green electricity.
With this inventory in hand, MEC realized that
electrical consumption at just two of its stores
(Calgary and Edmonton) was responsible for 50%
of its entire GHG footprint from site energy, due to
the higher GHG intensity of electricity generation in
Alberta. MEC purchased Renewable Energy Certificates for 50% of its electricity needs for these two
stores in 2004, and increased this amount to 100%
by the end of the year.
Prior to purchasing Renewable Energy Certificates, MEC’s carbon footprint from all buildings was
2,294 tonnes CO2e (2003). In 2005, its net GHG
emissions dropped to 1,184 tonnes. The majority of
this decrease (1,035 tonnes) was associated with the
green electricity purchase. Lesson learned? By conducting an inventory, MEC was able to make the best
decision possible on how to cost-effectively reduce
its carbon footprint by the greatest amount.

offsetting g
GHG
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F

ounded in 1971, Mountain Equipment
Co-op (MEC) is a member-owned retail consumer co-operative that aims to support wildernessoriented recreation, primarily by selling gear and
related goods to its members. MEC has grown to 11
retail stores across Canada, plus web and catalogue
sales, and has more than 2.6 million members and
1,200 employees. MEC has a strong commitment to
social and environmental responsibility and is always
looking for ways to lighten its impact on the planet.
For the past decade, all of MEC’s new facilities have
been built to very high energy efficiency standards. Its
new stores in Ottawa and Winnipeg, for example, met
Canada’s C2000 Green Building Standard by achieving
a 50% reduction in energy consumption over conventional structures. In 2003, MEC decided to purchase
green electricity to reduce its carbon footprint from
existing, less energy-efficient buildings, and to support
the emerging market in renewable energy. Unsure
of where its limited budget would have the biggest
impact, MEC first carried out a greenhouse gas (GHG)
inventory of all MEC owned and leased buildings with
the assistance of a consultant, the Pembina Institute.
MEC gathered all of its 2003 natural gas, electricity, and fuel oil invoices for each location and

c o m m u n i c at i n g
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Step 3: Assess, select and implement GHG
reduction measures
Deciding which reduction opportunities to pursue will require an assessment of
their relative merits. While the ability of a particular measure to achieve GHG
reductions and save money is obviously very important, all of the considerations listed below need to be weighed carefully.8
• Ability of the measure to reduce GHG emissions of the business.
• Cost to implement (capital costs, installation costs, operating and
maintenance costs, and associated staff time and costs).
• Time to implement.
• Payback schedule (how many years it will take for a measure to pay for
itself in energy savings).
• Net return on investment (ROI).9
• Committed internal champions for the measures.
• Existing momentum from complementary initiatives.
• Degree of co-operation required from company departments or offices.
• Opportunities to have external support or collaboration.
• Visibility and contribution to brand worth.
• Collateral benefits to the company, the environment, and the community.
• Barriers to implementation.
Once the emission reduction measures are selected, their implementation
can be incorporated into a business’s operating and maintenance schedules.
Businesses have many options when it comes to financing emission reductions, including:
• Internal financing. In addition to budgeting for reduction
initiatives, businesses can use savings from previous reduction
initiatives to finance new ones.
• Financial lenders. Some banks now offer green business
loans at special rates for energy efficiency projects, and most
provide regular loans if an attractive return on investment can
be demonstrated.
• Federal, provincial, and municipal governments. Many
government incentive programs exist for businesses, often
providing specialized assistance, including programs to help
reduce energy use or purchase hybrid vehicles.
• Utilities. Many provincial utilities offer incentives to businesses to
reduce energy use and may provide energy audit services as well.

• Energy service contractors. Businesses that lack the funds
to invest in more capital-intensive energy efficiency projects
may be able to work with energy service contractors
(ESCOs). An ESCO contracts with a customer to install
energy efficiency technologies at the customer’s premises,
at the ESCO’s expense. The ESCO is repaid
over time through a percentage of the energy savings that
result from the technology installed. ESCOs can be a viable
option for many businesses because of their experience
with energy savings initiatives, and the fact that no
upfront expenditures are necessary.
For more information, see Incentive programs for businesses
in the Helpful resources at the end of this section.

g e t t i n g s ta r t e d

Tracking allows a company to monitor the success of its reduction efforts. For
most businesses it will make sense to track reductions and any related cost savings on an annual basis, although there may be specific projects where shorter- or longer-term monitoring is desirable. Because a company’s emissions in-

financial savings) over time is possible. For example, the annual total electricity emissions could be broken down by facility in the inventory to see where

Small shops save big
on energy
M&M Meat Shops franchise
owner, Peter Charters, has made

reduction efforts have been effective, and where more effort is needed. Where

many energy efficiency changes in his

possible, businesses may wish to track this data on a monthly or quarterly basis

two Cambridge, Ontario locations.

to facilitate year-end reporting and account for seasonal variations.

He installed a resistor for his freezer
heater circuits that reduced the

Step 5: Continue to make GHG reductions

energy load on average by 70-75%

Like the entire GHG management program, making reductions is an iterative

addition, he also replaced 100 watt

– saving $250-$300 per month. In

process. Each year, there will be further opportunities to progressively reduce

incandescent freezer lighting with 28

the company’s emissions. Ideally, successful reductions in one area will cata-

watt CFLs; installed programmable

lyze reductions in another. There are also many ways to encourage new ideas,

thermostats; and installed motion

including staff brainstorming sessions, and a suggestion box that rewards good

sensor light switches in bathrooms

ideas. Section 6, Moving Forward, provides ideas about how to incorporate GHG
management, including reducing emissions, into the structure and culture of a
business, as this can advance reduction efforts considerably.
Reduction targets should be assessed annually, and if they are going to be met
ahead of schedule, an organization may wish to set a new, more ambitious target.
On the other hand, a business may find that one or more of its reduction measures
has not been as successful as desired. These measures can be evaluated and used to
refine the process of assessing future reduction opportunities and targets.

and storage areas. Energy bills
decreased by a further 25% after
switching T12 fluorescent tube lights

offsetting g
GHG
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detailed information about reduction efforts so that tracking emissions (and

to newer T8 lights.
sourcE

www.cleanairfoundation.org/coolshops

c o m m u n i c at i n g

ventory is also usually done annually, it can be designed to incorporate more

measuring ghgs

Step 4: Track GHG reductions and cost savings
on a regular basis

reducing ghgs
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Examples of GHG emission reduction
opportunities
Some of the more common emission reduction opportunities for businesses are
outlined below. The list is far from exhaustive, but provides an idea of the possibilities that exist. For convenience, they are divided into:
• Energy use.
• Transportation.
• Renewable energy sources.
• Operational efficiency.
• Material inputs.
• Upstream GHG reductions from suppliers and contractors.
• Downstream reductions.
A.	Energy use

Significant GHG emissions are associated with energy use, including from elecCanada’s first solarpowered laundromat
Located in Toronto, Beach Solar
Laundromat is Canada’s first

tricity, and from fuels used for heating, cooling, and industrial processes. There
are many ways that businesses of all sizes can reduce their energy use, and also
their GHG emissions and energy costs.
There are two broad categories of measures to save energy: (1) energy con-

solar-powered laundromat. Owner

servation measures, which usually incur little cost, and (2) energy efficiency

Alex Winch installed eight solar hot

investments, which range from minor costs to more substantial outlays.

water panels and reduced natural

1. Energy conservation measures are usually good housekeeping practices that

gas consumption by 30%. He also
switched all of his T12 lighting to
T8s. Revenues grew by 160% over

involve minor changes in employee work practices, incur little or no cost, can
usually be implemented quickly, and generate

eighteen months as new customers

immediate and ongoing savings. Most busi-

chose to use the laundromat due to

nesses can easily take advantage of some of

A good tip
for saving energy

its environmentally friendly energy

these measures, and the GHG reductions can

The UK Environmental Manager

initiatives.

be significant.

for IKEA suggests an easy way to

Source

www.cleanairfoundation.org/coolshops

It should be noted that many energy conservation measures rely on changes in employee
behaviour, and thus require continual reinforcement in order to be effective, especially
when large numbers of employees are involved.

identify opportunities for energy
savings: come in at 5:00 a.m., and
see what’s been left on.
Source

www.ethicalcorp.com/content.
asp?ContentID=5339

D i ag r am 5 : E x am p l e s o f G H G Em i s s i o n R e d u c t i o n O p p o rt u n i t i e s

Reducing
transportation
emissions

Reducing
energy use

Developing on-site
renewable energy sources

Purchasing green electricity

Reducing/changing
material inputs

Downstream
reductions
(customers)

Delivery and
customer travel

Use of product/services

Reduce

Reuse

Recycle

m ov i n g f o rwa r d

Disposal/recycling
of products

reducing ghgs

Improving operational efficiency

Reductions from
company operations

o f f s e t t i n g GHG s

Upstream reductions
(suppliers)

measuring ghgs

Reductions from suppliers
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Low-carbon
Procurement
Policy
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Providing training may be an effective option in cases where there is a building
operator involved, for example. Alternatively, some of these changes can also be
achieved through devices (like room occupancy sensors, timers, or programmable thermostats) that do not rely on employees.
Some examples of energy conservation measures include:
To identify potential
energy conservation
measures, ask the
following questions:
• Do the lights or equipment need
to be on as long as they are?
• Can the operating temperature
be reduced?
• Can smaller, more efficient
equipment be installed?
• Can insulation be added?
• Can leaks in windows and doors
be sealed, or is replacement
necessary?
Source

The Bottom Line on Climate Change:
A Manitoba Business Guide p. 27.

Saving money through
energy management
Ken Harvey, group CIO of HSBC,
one of the world’s largest banks,
notes the impact of rising fuel
prices: “As the price of oil has
hit the roof, the cost of powering

• Lighting. Turn off lights at night and when rooms or areas are not being
used, or install occupancy sensors that automatically switch off lights.
Maximizing the use of natural light through daylighting will also reduce
the amount of energy consumed, and can be accomplished through the
use of windows, skylights, or other design features.
• Heating and cooling. Keep exterior doors closed; close curtains to reduce
heat build-up from direct sunlight; adjust thermostats at times when
buildings are not in use (or use a programmable thermostat); make sure all
vents are unobstructed; change furnace filters and service HVAC (heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning) systems regularly; use windows for
ventilation.
• Computers and other office equipment. Turn off computers, monitors,
photocopiers, printers and other office equipment at the end of the day, and
program the equipment to go into “sleep”
mode when not in use. Timers can also

Computing the savings

be used for equipment like printers and

Every computer turned off

photocopiers so that they are automatically

when not in use case can save up

turned off at the end of the day.
2. Energy efficiency investments are mea-

to $75 per year in energy costs.
Source

Natural Resources Canada

sures that require some investment and time to
implement, but will usually have attractive payback periods. They range from
relatively inexpensive measures, such as installing occupancy sensors, to more

datacentres has become something

advanced initiatives, such as designing new green buildings. Businesses can save

IT directors can no longer ignore.

money from these measures, but employees can also benefit. For example, natu-

Green is not just a nicety – careful

ral light has been shown to improve employee productivity, and measures to

power management will actually

improve HVAC systems can improve air quality and reduce absenteeism.

help businesses save money.”
Source

www.computerweekly.com
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A business can time the implementation of these measures to coincide with
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the regular replacement of equipment or the expansion of operations. Businesses that lease their premises will likely have less flexibility with respect to building
energy infrastructure, but they can still make energy efficiency a priority when
they are negotiating or re-negotiating leases.
Some examples of energy efficiency investments include:
• Lighting. Replace incandescent light bulbs with compact fluorescents.

an option for many lighting needs, and uses much less energy and
requires less maintenance.

An initiative of the Clean Air
Foundation, the Cool Shops

program visited over14,500 stores
in Ontario in 2005 and 2006. More

• Heating and cooling. Install improved HVAC controls, apply caulking

than 7,000 energy audits were

around windows and building entrances and exits, improve building

conducted, over 12,000 CFLs

insulation, install more efficient heating and cooling equipment and

installed and 1,506 tonnes of GHG

water heaters.

emissions reduced. This resulted in

• Computers and other office equipment. When it is time to replace
old equipment and computers, purchase ENERGY STAR® qualified
models, which use less energy and also produce less heat when used.

a decrease of over 5,000 MWh, and
a savings of more than $500,000 to
the small businesses per year.
Participating stores not only reaped

Data centers are also becoming targets for energy reductions, because

the energy savings and lower

energy consumption and cooling requirements of IT servers have

utility bills, but also received well

increased dramatically.

deserved recognition within the

• Building recommissioning. This involves having an expert “tune up”
a building’s mechanical equipment, including the HVAC, controls and
electrical systems, which are analyzed for proper operation and then
optimized. In some cases, recommissioning can help avoid the need to
install new or additional equipment.10

community.

reducing ghgs

which use at least 40% less energy. LED lighting is also quickly becoming

Cool shops save $$
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Source

www.cleanairfoundation.org/coolshops
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Hudson’s Bay Company
Reduced energy consumption
= l o w e r o p e r at i n g c o s t s

H

udson’s Bay Company (Hbc) is Canada’s oldest

white roof, energy recovery ventilators, high-

company and one of its largest retailers, with

efficiency HVAC, LED signage, wind turbines, and

nearly 600 stores, including the Zellers chain. Energy

solar panels.

use from heating, cooling, and lighting its stores is a

Hbc estimates that each investment in energy

major operating cost. In 2000, Hbc committed to

efficiency will pay for itself within three years, taking

reducing the emission intensity of its energy use by

into account incentives from governments and local

25% from 2000 levels by 2012.

utilities. So far, these measures are estimated to have

To achieve its overall energy reduction target,

reduced Hbc’s energy costs by an estimated $9.3 mil-

Hbc worked with an energy consulting firm to focus

lion annually, depending on energy prices and weather.

on three main activities:
1.	Retrofitting existing stores with T8 or more

Hbc recognizes that it needs the support of its
employees to maximize the potential of its energy

efficient lighting. By the end of 2006, 76% of Hbc

reduction efforts. It has worked with local managers

locations had been retrofitted, reducing energy

to make energy reduction an ongoing management

use by an average of 30% relative to the com-

issue, through education and incentives. Hbc also

pany’s 2000 baseline.

communicates regularly with its staff about its energy

2.	Installing building automation systems in all

reduction program in a number of ways, including

stores. By the end of 2006, 74% of all Hbc stores

an intranet system with discussion groups, in-store

had been retrofitted with systems to centrally

posters, regular newsletter articles and an annual so-

control and monitor building functions such as

cial responsibility report that details Hbc’s progress

lighting, temperature, and humidity, in order to

towards meeting its objectives.

reduce energy consumption.
3.	Installing energy efficient technology in all new

In addition to its direct reductions in energy
use, Hbc has committed to purchasing green power

stores and exceeding the Model National Energy

for five years to address the GHG emissions from

Code for buildings by a minimum of 25%. For

remaining energy use.

example, Hbc recently opened its greenest Zellers
ever in Waterdown, Ontario, featuring a reflective

F o r m o r e i n f o r ma t i o n

www.hbc.com
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B. transportation

measuring ghgs

Transportation in Canada (from road, rail, air, and marine) accounts for about
21% of the country’s GHG emissions11 and is therefore an important source of
emissions for most businesses. Here are some examples of how businesses can
reduce the climate impact of their transportation activities:
• Implement an anti-idling policy for all
company vehicles.

capable of performing the tasks required

In 2004, Discovery Communications,
a global media and entertainment

Reducing vehicle fleet
emissions

(“right-sizing”); optimize delivery routes;

E3 Fleet is a Canadian initiative that

• Reduce emissions from commuter travel

provides services and resources to

by: promoting carpooling; providing subsidies

assist trucking, utility, urban delivery,

cut down on business travel.

for public transit passes; locating offices near

According to CIO Dave Cline,

public transportation routes; providing secure

“Teleconferencing has a huge

parking for bicycles, and showers and change-

ROI [return on investment] for

fleets become more energy efficient.
E3 generates custom reports and
recommendations for reducing fuel,

rooms for cyclists; creating telecommuting

operating and capital costs as well as

options for employees.

emissions for each fleet. In addition,

• Reduce business travel. Make sure trips

free on-line resources include an

are multi-purpose, and use video- and

idling calculator and a hybrid vehicle

teleconferencing for meetings where possible.

calculator.
SOURCE

www.e3fleet.com

company whose brands include
the Discovery Channel, installed
teleconferencing systems to

us because it’s a cheaper use of
people’s time.”
Source

www.computerworld.com/action/article.do?c
ommand=viewArticleBasic&articleId=310516

Some organizations are now hosting
virtual conferences, where both speakers

Stop idling, save money

and participants attend on-line instead of

Idling an average vehicle for

travelling to a host city.

10 minutes a day uses about

• Choose the most climate-friendly transportation option when possible:
for example, use bike couriers and hybrid vehicle taxis, and trains instead
of planes.
• Locate new businesses and facilities at a minimum distance for
suppliers, customers and employees.

100 litres of gas per year.
At $1.00 per litre, that represents
$100 in potential savings per year
just by turning off the engine. If
Canadians reduced their idling time
by just three minutes per day, they
would collectively save 630 million
litres of fuel annually.
sources

www.crd.bc.ca/rte/idling.htm
www.idlefreebc.ca

m ov i n g f o rwa r d
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• Increase overall fleet efficiency. Switch
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Purolator
Delivering GHG reductions
by reducing fuel consumption

P

urolator is Canada’s largest courier company,
handling more than one million items per
day. Its transportation fleet includes 3,143 courier
vehicles, 117 medium trucks, 999 highway trailers, as
well as tractors and dedicated chartered aircraft.
Fuel is Purolator’s second-largest operating cost,
after employees. Back in 2002, with fuel prices climbing steadily, Purolator decided to launch its Green
the Fleet initiative, with three related goals: reduce
fuel consumption, reduce operating costs, and reduce
the company’s environmental impact.
Green the Fleet includes a range of activities, from
route optimization to the development of new hybrid and electric technologies for Purolator vehicles.
Purolator has found it useful to carry out the initiative in phases, so that the impact and effectiveness of
each phase can be measured and evaluated.
Route optimization for deliveries and pick-ups
was one of the first measures undertaken. It lowered
fuel consumption and GHG emissions, but also improved operational efficiency and customer service.
Purolator also began servicing its vehicles more

frequently, and recycling waste oil. And it put in place
a no-idling policy for its drivers.
At the same time, Purolator began investigating
alternative fuel technologies, including hybrid dieselelectric vehicles, and first tested a hybrid vehicle in
2002. Purolator now operates 49 hybrid vehicles and
ordered 115 more in 2007. The hybrid vehicles use
about 40% less fuel than conventionally-powered
vehicles.
Purolator is now working on the development
of a fully electric delivery vehicle, the Quicksider.
Because it has no transmission, there is less maintenance than a gas-powered vehicle. The new vehicle
also has benefits for Purolator employees, like fully
automatic doors, and the ability to kneel at the curb
to make deliveries easier. Purolator is exploring ways
to increase the commercialization of the new vehicles, improving their affordability for both Purolator
and other businesses.
F o r m o r e i n f o r ma t i o n

www.purolator.com
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C .	Renewable energy sources
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Businesses can reduce their GHG emissions by using renewable sources of energy. Some possibilities include:
• Install micro wind turbines or solar energy panels (hot water and/or
photovoltaic). In some jurisdictions, it may even be possible to sell excess
electricity back to the grid.
• Use ground source heat exchange systems, which provide low-cost
What’s a REC?

WorkCabin.ca, a website for

also be retrofitted to existing buildings.

RECs (renewable energy

green jobs, announced in 2007 that

These systems can transfer indoor heat into

it was purchasing renewable energy

the earth during hot weather, cooling the

needs. “We know using the word

building, and transfer heat from the Earth

power providers and represent the
positive environmental attributes
associated with the generation of

into buildings during winter. They require

renewable electricity such as wind

and who we are carries a major

only a small amount of electricity to function

and solar. They are typically sold

responsibility to show real action,”

once installed.

in kilowatt-hours or megawatt-

said WorkCabin founder Gregg

• Use heat recovery. There are many ways

hours. Purchasing high-quality

McLachlan.

that waste heat can be recovered, including

Source

from a building’s own wastewater as it flows

‘green’ to describe what we do

www.workcabin.ca

through a building’s sewer pipes, or by using
excess heat from a nearby facility. Combined-

RECs supports the generation of
clean, renewable energy, and can
provide a financial incentive for the
development of new renewable
energy projects by suppliers.

heat-and-power (CHP) can be used to capture heat from on-site sources

However, to use RECs to reduce

such as electricity generation or industrial processes and use it for heating

an organization’s climate impact,

or other purposes.

purchasers should ensure that a

• Purchase green electricity. In some locations, it is now possible to purchase
green electricity from utility companies or from dedicated green electricity
providers. These companies add power to the local grid that is generated by

credible method has been used to
quantify the associated reductions
in GHG emissions, demonstrate
additionality and ensure that

renewable sources in an amount equal to that purchased by the customer.

there is no double counting of the

Green electricity may be available as a bundled service in which the utility

emission reductions.

adds a green premium to its base electricity costs, or as an unbundled

source

service where the business continues to purchase conventional electricity
from the local utility but also makes a separate purchase of renewable energy
certificates (RECs) from a green power provider (see What’s a REC? box on
this page).

www.thegreenpowergroup.org/pdf/
Installment5.pdf

m ov i n g f o rwa r d
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D.	Operational efficiency

Businesses and other organizations that improve operational efficiency can reduce their GHG emissions by minimizing the time and resources required to
carry out their regular activities. Some examples include:
• Optimize production. It has been estimated, for example, that optimizing
IRAP: helping
businesses become
more efficient
In Canada, the Industrial Research

production processes and systems could mean energy savings of between
20-50% across industrial sectors in the United States.12 Energy savings
mean reductions in GHG emissions, as well as cost savings.
• Improve efficiency related to logistics. Businesses engaged in activities

Assistance Program (IRAP)

like deliveries to customers or the distribution of goods can improve

provides technical advisory services

efficiency and achieve GHG reductions at the same time – fewer kilometres

along with potential financial support

travelled overall translates into lower GHG emissions, and likely lower

to Canadian small and medium-

costs for fuel.

sized enterprises. IRAP can help
businesses develop new technologies
and achieve operational efficiencies
along with sustainable development

• Plan employee business travel more efficiently. Fewer trips to meetings
and conferences means lower GHG emissions, but also less employee
fatigue, increased employee productivity, and savings on travel expenses.

objectives.
source

E.	Material inputs

http://irap-pari.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca

Another way to reduce GHG emissions is to reduce the materials that a business
consumes in its operations, or change the materials so that they are less energyor GHG-intensive. Some examples include:
• Paper use. The production of paper can be very GHG-intensive, and
businesses that use a lot of paper may find that this is a significant source
of GHG emissions. It’s easy to use less paper by printing double-sided and
copying, relying on electronic documents where possible, and making copies
only where necessary. In addition, switching to 100% post-consumer recycled
paper not only saves trees and reduces waste directed to the landfill, but also
reduces the GHG emissions associated with paper by around 40%.13
• Packaging. Reducing the size or overall packaging of products can reduce
both the GHG emissions from manufacturing the packaging and those
from shipping the packaged goods.

g e t t i n g s ta r t e d

being used to manufacture fleece fabric for outdoor clothing.
• Refrigerants. HFCs (hydrofluorocarbons) are a chemical commonly used
in refrigeration equipment. Because HFCs are a potent
greenhouse gas, even small leaks associated with
a major climate impact. Switching to other

Removing HFCs reduces
GHG emissions

Making better paper
choices

refrigerant technologies can thus greatly

The Coca-Cola Company’s

reduce GHG emissions.

(TCCC) largest emission source by

The Environmental Defense paper

• Fuel-switching. Using greener forms of

the environmental benefits of better
paper choices. For example, using
100% post-consumer recycled paper

fuel to power operations (such as biomass
and biogas) can result in reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions.

with 9 million coolers and vending
machines around the world. In
2006, the company switched
to HFC-free insulation for this
equipment, and is now working to

instead of virgin paper means a
reduction of more than one tonne

F. Upstream GHG

remove the HFC refrigerants used

of GHG emissions for every tonne

reductions from suppliers

to cool the equipment, and replace

of paper used.

and contractors

them with more climate-friendly

database of “eco-papers” with

Businesses can also reduce upstream GHG

100,000 of these HFC-free coolers

information on recycled content,

emissions associated with materials and ser-

and vending machines in operation

FSC certification, and bleaching

vices supplied to it by other companies. Many

by 2010. The company has also

process as well as paper grade and

larger companies have programs to green

developed a proprietary Energy

weight, with contact details for

their supply chains by providing support

Markets Initiative offers a

paper merchants and printers.
sources

www.papercalculator.org
www.marketsinitiative.org/EPD/

and incentives to suppliers, but smaller businesses can also make choices regarding sup-

CO2. TCCC expects to have

Management System that can
reduce energy use by up to 35%
by learning the usage patterns of
the equipment. TCCC’s new eKO

pliers and contractors that reduce the climate

equipment incorporates all three

impact of their business. For example:

of these changes, and will reduce

• Choose low-carbon or carbon neutral suppliers. Where transportation
is an important source of emissions from suppliers, businesses can use
suppliers that are closer geographically, that use less GHG-intensive modes
of transport like rail, marine or hybrid vehicles, or that offer carbon
neutral services. These preferences can be incorporated into the overall
procurement policy for a business.

direct and indirect GHG emissions
by more than 5 tonnes over each
cooler’s lifetime.

c o m m u n i c at i n g

calculator allows users to quantify

far is its refrigeration equipment,

Source

www.climate.thecoca-colacompany.com

m ov i n g f o rwa r d
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can lower GHG emissions. For example, recycled pop bottles are now
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• Production inputs. Substituting materials used in the production process
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• Work with existing suppliers and
contractors to find ways to reduce
their emissions, and ensure that
price and other incentives reward

Drugstore cuts down on
supply chain emissions
Boots, a large drugstore chain,

measured the GHG emissions

low-carbon suppliers. This may also

associated with some of its products.

lead to cost savings for businesses

Boots found that 70% of the plastic

in the form of less costly inputs or

used in packaging for one shower gel

reduced distribution costs.

product was contained in the handle.

G. Downstream
reductions

Businesses can also reduce their climate

Eliminating the handle substantially
cut the amount of carbon used and
saved manufacturing costs.
SOURCE

www.climatechangecorp.com/content.
asp?ContentID=5111

impact by using their influence to promote GHG emission reductions downstream from their operations, including after their products are sold to consumers. Here are some ideas:
• Reduce the GHG emissions associated with the use of products.
For example, incorporate energy efficiency into product design (e.g.
electronics, cars, etc.) so that they consume less energy over their lifetime.
• Reduce the GHG emissions associated with the disposal of products.
Designing products so that they can be reused, disassembled, recycled, or
composted can minimize the emissions from landfills, where rotting waste
can produce methane, a very potent greenhouse gas. Similarly, reducing
Helping customers
reduce their emissions

packaging not only lowers the emissions from manufacturing and

Marks & Spencer, a U.K.-based

trucks and landfilled.

retailer, worked with its suppliers to
develop clothing that can be washed
at lower temperatures to reduce
emissions associated with the use of
its products by consumers.
Source

http://pdf.wri.org/hotclimatecoolcommerce.pdf

shipping, but also the emissions when the product is hauled by garbage
• Develop products and services that help customers reduce their own
climate change impacts. For example, some banks offer special loans that
provide incentives for customers to perform energy retrofits of their home
or business.
Additional ways for businesses to reduce their emissions can be found in the
Helpful resources at the end of this section.

g e t t i n g s ta r t e d
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Making reductions and setting
a c arbon neutral goal

he Resort Municipality of Whistler is a popular

below 2000 levels by 2012. Municipalities like

skiing and tourist destination in British Colum-

Whistler can reduce emissions directly, or indirectly

bia, and will jointly host the Vancouver 2010 Olympic

through bylaws, building codes, and zoning. Municipal-

and Paralympic Winter Games. In 2007, Whistler and

ities can also work with local utilities, businesses and

other local governments in B.C. signed a Climate Ac-

residents. Some of Whistler’s measures include:

tion Charter , committing to a goal of being carbon

• A district energy system that uses heat captured

neutral by 2012, in conjunction with the province’s

from a waste water treatment plant to meet space

own goal of carbon neutrality by 2010.

and hot water needs for a new residential neigh-

ongoing efforts to reduce its climate impact. In 1997,
Whistler joined the Federation of Canadian
Municipalities’ Partners for Climate Protection (PCP)

bourhood.
• Switching the community’s gas distribution system
from propane to natural gas (which will reduce
emissions by 15%).

program for local governments aiming to reduce

• Industrial composting.

their GHG emissions. Whistler’s major corporate

• Replacing 150,000 5-watt holiday lights with more

emission sources include its vehicle fleet (including
transit), construction, municipal services, and facility operation. Major community emission sources
include passenger vehicles, and energy use by com-

efficient LED bulbs.
• Developing a municipal Green Building Policy, and
WhistlerGreen building standard.
• Implementing a transportation demand manage-

mercial and residential buildings. Emissions from

ment program, improving the efficiency of its

landfill gas have been reduced significantly through a

vehicle fleet, and creating facilities for cyclists.

recently completed landfill “cap and capture” project.
Whistler’s emissions reduction target is 12%

F o r m o r e i n f o r ma t i o n

www.whistler.ca

Helpful resources for reducing GHG emissions
Natural Resources Canada – Office of Energy Efficiency
http://oee.nrcan.gc.ca
A Guide to Climate Change for Small- to Medium-sized Enterprises
by Pollution Probe
www.pollutionprobe.org/Reports/Guide%20to%20CC%20for%20SMEs.pdf
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The carbon neutral goal fits well with Whistler’s
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SmartSteps – Business Tools for Sustainability by Metro Vancouver
www.gvrd.bc.ca/SmartSteps/
Cool Companies
www.cool-companies.org/homepage.cfm
E3 Fleet Initiative – Greening Canada’s Fleets
www.e3fleet.com
Three Steps to Eco-efficiency for Small and Medium-sized Manufacturers
by Industry Canada
http://strategis.ic.gc.ca/epic/site/ee-ee.nsf/en/ef00012e.html
Commuter challenge:
getting commuters
out of their cars
Commuter Challenge is a national

program that encourages Canadians
to walk, cycle, take transit, carpool
or tele-work instead of driving alone
to work. It is based on a friendly
competition between workplaces
and communities to have the highest
participation rates during the week
of the event. Commuter Challenge
supports workplaces as they
encourage their employees to leave
their cars at home. In 2007,
38,784 Canadians in over 170

Cool Business Guide: Lower Costs, Higher Productivity
and Climate Change Solutions
by the Pembina Institute
www.pembina.org/pub/31
The Bottom Line on Climate Change: A Manitoba Business Guide
by Climate Change Connection
www.climatechangeconnection.org/Resources/documents/Business_Guide.pdf
Making Your Data Centre Greener
by ZDNet
http://resources.zdnet.co.uk/articles/features/0,1000002000,39288042,00.htm
Consumer Guide to Green Power by Pollution Probe
www.pollutionprobe.org/whatwedo/greenpower/consumerguide/index.htm
Switching to Green: A Renewable Energy Guide for Office and Retail
Companies by World Resources Institute
www.wri.org/publication/switching-green-renewable-energy-guide-office-andretail-companies#

communities and 1,757 workplaces
participated in the Commuter

Incentive programs for businesses

Challenge. By registering online,

Environment Canada – Summary of Government (including Provincial),
Utility, & Other Incentives and Rebates available for Energy Programs
www.ec.gc.ca/incitatifs-incentives/index_eng.asp

they were able to see the
greenhouse gas reductions
they achieved.
source

www.commuterchallenge.ca

Natural Resources Canada – Office of Energy Efficiency,
Programs and Initiatives
http://oee.nrcan.gc.ca/corporate/programs.cfm

This section discusses how to create carbon neutral initiatives,
including carbon neutral businesses, products, services, events,
and projects. It also explains how carbon offsets work and what
to consider when purchasing them.

What is carbon neutral?

C

arbon neutral (also known as climate neutral) refers to an organization or individual that has reduced the overall net climate impact of their operations to zero. This is usually a three-part process:
measuring GHG emissions, reducing GHG emissions, and then

offsetting remaining GHG emissions to become carbon neutral.
Measuring and reducing GHG emissions are activities that a business undertakes with respect to its own operations. In order to go carbon neutral, a
business will also need to purchase reductions, known as carbon offsets, from
another source. For example, a business with total emissions of 100 tonnes for
a one-year period (after its own direct reductions are taken into account) would
need to purchase 100 tonnes of offsets to become carbon neutral. Each year, the
process of measuring, reducing and offsetting is repeated.
“Carbon neutral” can also be expressed as a goal to be achieved within a set
time-frame (e.g. becoming carbon neutral by 2010), which can allow a business
more time to achieve its own direct reductions prior to the date set for becoming carbon neutral.

g e t t i n g s ta r t e d

Businesses large and small are going
carbon neutral. Interface, HSBC,
Swiss Re, News Corporation,
Marks & Spencer, Dell and a
host of others are managing and
reducing their own GHG emissions
and taking responsibility for their
remaining climate impact by using
carbon offsets.
Businesses are not the only
ones taking action. The United
Nations has set in motion an
initiative to make all UN agencies
and programs climate neutral. The
World Bank also has a carbon
neutral programme. Norway,
Costa Rica, Iceland and New
Zealand have all made countrywide carbon neutral commitments.
Going carbon neutral can also
be a powerful way to communicate
about climate impact and solutions
to spectators and fans. Rock bands
like the Rolling Stones, the Dave
Matthews Band and the Dixie
Chicks offset the travel for their
tours.
NHL hockey players and
Canadian Olympic athletes are
using carbon offsets to reduce the
impact of their air travel, and major
sporting events like the Super Bowl

have also gone carbon neutral.
source

www.davidsuzuki.org/Climate_Change/What_
You_Can_Do/carbon_neutral.asp

measuring ghgs

Who’s going carbon neutral?

reducing ghgs

Offsetting Greenhouse
Gas Emissions and
Going Carbon Neutral
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Vancouver Film Studios (VFS),

CARBON OFFSETS

Film studio goes
carbon neutral

GHG EMISSIONS

D i ag r am 6 :
USIN G C A RBON OFFSETS TO BECO M E C A RBON NEUTR A L

NO NET
CLIMATE
IMPACT

one of Canada’s largest motion picture
and television production facilities,
became carbon neutral in 2007.
VFS, which has produced projects
such as X-Men 3, Battlestar Galactica,

Making a decision to go carbon neutral

and The Day The Earth Stood Still,

In theory, a business can become carbon neutral by purchasing offsets without

spent a year planning and preparing

making any effort to reduce its own emissions. In practice, however, this has

its initiative, and cited demand

been criticized as failing to take adequate responsibility for the business’s own

from movie producers, as well as a

emissions, and relying on a simple purchase to address its climate impact.

desire to take responsibility for its
climate impact as key motivators.
On-site reductions included installing
energy-efficient lighting, lowering

To address these concerns and ensure the credibility of any carbon neutral
initiative, this guide recommends that businesses look at their own climate impact and take steps to lessen it. Of course, as part of preparing a carbon neutral

thermostats in unused space,

initiative a business may purchase carbon offsets for some or all of its emissions

replacing plasma screens with LCD

at the same time as it is developing reduction opportunities. Over time, how-

technology, and using carbon neutral

ever, the guiding principle should be to reduce the number of offsets that need

suppliers where possible.

to be purchased, by finding more ways to reduce the business’s own emissions.

Source

www.vancouverfilmstudios.com

Some of the main benefits and risks of going carbon neutral are discussed
below. While carbon neutral initiatives will not suit every business, in the right
circumstances both the business and the climate can benefit.

Benefits of carbon neutral initiatives
When they include efforts to reduce the business’s own GHG emissions, there
are a number of potential benefits to carbon neutral initiatives:
• Going carbon neutral can be a powerful way to communicate to
employees, the public and other stakeholders that a business has made a
commitment to manage its GHG emissions in a comprehensive way, and
show leadership on climate change.

g e t t i n g s ta r t e d
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• A carbon neutral initiative can act as a bridge to give a business time to

measuring ghgs

make internal reductions, while still taking responsibility for its climate
impact.
• A business can address the climate impact of all of its GHG emissions,
including those it has not been able to reduce, and even those it does not
directly control, such as those from suppliers.
• Setting a carbon neutral goal and purchasing carbon offsets puts a price
on the GHG emissions of a business and this additional expense can help

There are now hundreds of
millions of Google users online,

and help develop new markets, as well as bringing environmental and

and the extensive computer

economic co-benefits to regions where the offset projects take place.

infrastructure required to keep
Google tools and services running

Risks associated with carbon neutral initiatives

uses a lot of electricity. In an

Along with the opportunities associated with carbon neutral initiatives, there

Google has made a commitment

are also certain risks:

to be carbon neutral every year,

• There are currently no broadly accepted standards for carbon neutral
claims, so a business has nothing to fall back on except its own claim,
although it may have its measurements and offsets verified by third parties.

effort to reduce its climate impact,

beginning in 2007. To accomplish
this, Google is finding ways to
reduce its own energy use by
improving the energy efficiency

• Some lower quality carbon offsets may have little or no climate benefit,

of its data centers and offices.

making the carbon neutral claim untrue, and exposing the business that

It has also set a goal of building

uses them to reputational risk. See What is a carbon offset? (page 49) for

one gigawatt of new renewable

more information.

energy capacity (enough electricity

• Purchasing offsets may be costly. Internal reductions by businesses are
usually a one-time investment and deliver permanent benefits, whereas
relying on carbon offsets means recurring costs at the end of each

to power a city the size of San
Francisco), focusing on thermal
solar energy. Finally, to take full
responsibility for its remaining

inventory period. It is important to conduct an emissions inventory

footprint, Google is investing in

prior to any public commitment in order to fully understand the cost

offset projects around the world

implications of the carbon neutral initiative.

that reduce GHG emissions.

• Companies may be accused of “buying their way out”, particularly when
they simply purchase offsets and make claims of carbon neutrality without
having also made efforts to reduce their own emissions.

Source

www.google.ca/intl/en/corporate/green/energy/
index.html
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Google carbon neutral
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Developing an effective carbon neutral initiative
With the right approach a business can maximize the benefits from a carbon
neutral initiative and minimize the risks. Here are the key factors to consider:
• Broad emissions scope. Because the term “carbon neutral” implies zero
net climate impact, it is essential that the emissions scope be as broad
as possible, and include all scope 1 and 2 emissions, as well as all major,
relevant scope 3 emissions. To ensure that all major emission sources are
C ASE STU DY

Vancity
Ca n a d a ’ s f i r s t c a r b o n n e u t r a l
financial institution

V

ancity is Canada’s largest credit union, with

carbon footprint is 50% smaller per employee than

$14.1 billion in assets and almost 400,000

other Canadian financial institutions. It has made its

members.Vancity is known as an innovator in the

buildings more energy efficient, and has saved

financial sector, and has also implemented many

$2 million in energy costs as a result. It has reduced

social and environmental programs in the course

paper use by 30% since 1997, and uses primarily

of its business, such as its Clean Air Auto Loan, and

100% post-consumer recycled paper. As well, Vancity

low-interest loans for energy efficiency retrofits for

provides a number of incentives to employees to

homes and businesses.

get them out of their cars; as a result, a majority of

In 2005, Vancity made a commitment to make its
entire operations carbon neutral by 2010. However,
in 2008, Vancity announced it had already achieved

Vancity employees now commute to work by public
transit, walking, cycling or ride-sharing.
3. Offsetting. Vancity worked with external

its carbon neutral goal – the first North American

environmental experts and developed its own

financial institution to do so.

guidelines to ensure that all offsets it purchases are

The Vancity carbon neutral program is an ongoing
initiative with three elements:
1. Measuring. Using the GHG Protocol as
guidance for determining the boundaries for its
inventory, Vancity included four major sources of

of high quality, and it uses only offsets from renewable energy and energy efficiency projects. In 2007,
Vancity launched a carbon offset granting program,
which aims to support local offset projects.
As a way to broaden the impact of its carbon

emissions: energy use from buildings, business travel

neutral program, Vancity offers financial incentives

by staff, staff commuting, and paper use. In 2007,

and resources to its individual and business custom-

these sources totalled 6,010 tonnes of CO2e.

ers, to assist them in reducing their GHG emissions.

2. Reducing. Vancity has been working to reduce
its GHG emissions since 1990, and estimates its

F o r m o r e i n f o r ma t i o n

www.vancity.com
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included, businesses need to be aware of their overall climate impact by

measuring ghgs

conducting an emissions inventory.
• Transparency. Businesses need to be as transparent as possible about
their carbon neutral claims to ensure credibility with customers and other
stakeholders. Information should be easily accessible and include which
emissions sources are being offset, the quantity, any major emissions
sources that were not included (and why), the relevant time period,
methodologies used to calculate the emissions and how the emissions were
verified, and details about the carbon offsets being used.

reducing ghgs

• Reducing emissions. The carbon neutral initiative should be part of a
wider greenhouse gas management program that includes reductions in
the business’s own GHG emissions.
• High quality carbon offsets. Businesses should only use high-quality
carbon offsets, like those certified to The Gold Standard, and should
be prepared to carry out due diligence with respect to any offsets they
offsets is provided in What is a carbon offset? (page 49).
• Educational component. The carbon neutral initiative should be designed

products and services, as well as opportunities for reductions.
• Credible claims. Caution should be exercised in making blanket claims
of carbon neutrality (for example, “our business is now carbon neutral”),
particularly when a business hasn’t examined its entire carbon footprint
or made efforts to offset major scope 3 emissions. Similarly, a business that

Climate neutral from
“cow to cone”
In April 2007, Ben & Jerry’s
went climate neutral from cow to
cone on all ice-cream flavours it
produces in Europe. In examining
its carbon “hoofprint”, the company
included emissions from dairy

measures and offsets its emission sources, but nonetheless has a business

farming, ingredient sourcing,

model that is GHG-intensive or creates products whose use generates

manufacturing, packaging, transport,

significant emissions (for example, vehicles), should carefully consider the

and freezer equipment. Reduction

risk of negative publicity before making a claim of carbon neutrality.

initiatives are also underway in

• Third-party review. A business making public claims about its carbon
neutral initiatives should obtain independent assurance that it has accurately
measured its emissions, and accounted for all relevant emissions sources.
In general, this would involve verification or review of the calculations by a
reputable organization involved in greenhouse gas auditing.

all parts of its supply chain. For
emissions that cannot currently

c o m m u n i c at i n g

about the climate impact of the emissions associated with the business’s

be avoided, Ben & Jerry’s is using
Gold Standard offsets.
Source

www.cleanair-coolplanet.org/documents/
zero.pdf

m ov i n g f o rwa r d

to educate employees, customers, event participants, and/or suppliers

o f f s e t t i n g GHG
ghgs

purchase, particularly in the voluntary carbon market. More guidance on
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• Standards. To date there is no generally accepted standard for carbon
neutral initiatives, although there are several standards available for carbon
offsets. It is likely that one or more carbon neutral standards or protocols
will emerge as leaders over time, and businesses should be prepared to
consider having their carbon neutral initiatives evaluated according to one
of these standards.
Carbon neutral events
For information about how to plan
carbon neutral conferences and

Different types of carbon neutral initiatives

other events, see the David Suzuki

There are a number of different forms that a carbon neutral initiative can take,

Foundation webpage:

including making a product or a service – or the entire business – carbon neu-

www.davidsuzuki.org/Climate_Change/What_
You_Can_Do/carbon_neutral_events.asp

tral. Some companies opt for a combination of these; for example, making their
entire business, as well as key products, carbon neutral.
In each case the GHG emissions that are being measured and offset need
to be defined. A carbon neutral claim by a business implies a comprehensive
effort to manage its GHG emissions. A business should broadly assess all of
the significant emission sources associated with its claim, even though some of
the emissions will likely be outside its control or influence. For example, to be
credible, a business that claims it is carbon neutral will likely need to go beyond
the scope 1 and scope 2 emissions defined by the GHG Protocol, and include
significant and relevant scope 3 indirect emissions as well. For more guidance
on scope 3 emissions, see Which emission sources should be included in the inventory? in Section 2 (page 12).
The table below describes five common types of carbon neutral initiatives.
It provides a possible scope of emissions for each type of initiative, and outlines
some further considerations.15

This
approach is generally more suitable for service sector businesses with less GHG-intensive
product
activities,
although there are also opportunities for innovative manufacturers.
business
Possible scope of GHG emissions
All direct emissions (scope 1), use of purchased electricity, heat and steam (scope 2), and all relevant
indirect emissions (scope 3).
Examples of carbon neutral products
use of product
A carbon neutral sofa, carbon neutral paper, carbon neutral ice cream

Carbon
neutral
product

product
Factors
to consider
A customer looking at a product labelled “carbon neutral” likely has a reasonable expectation that
the product itself, as a whole, has a net zero or very minimal impact on the climate. This means that
the minimum scope of GHG emissions that should be included is likely broader than that for a
carbon neutral business, where the focus is more on the activities of the business itself.

Toservice
calculate a product’s emissions, a business will often start with its own emissions and then work
with suppliers to trace additional emissions up the supply chain. Downstream emissions, such as
those
from delivering the product to customers (or customer travel to stores), and from the use and
use of product
disposal of the product can also be considered.
Creating a carbon neutral product can be a marketing advantage for a business, but it can also be
an opportunity to reduce GHG emissions not directly controlled by the business. For example, in
the
process
of measuring (and learning about) the emissions from the materials used to create the
events
& projects
product, a business can engage its suppliers and find ways to make reductions.
It’s important to note that measuring life-cycle emissions is an inexact science. Businesses should
be prepared to identify and measure all significant life-cycle emissions. With respect to very small
service
emission sources, time and money spent to measure them might be better used to reduce emissions
from more significant emission sources associated with the product.
Possible scope of GHG emissions
Emissions associated with the life cycle of the product, including direct emissions from the business
(scope 1 and scope 2), and all significant indirect emissions (scope 3) such as supply chain emissions,
emissions from delivery, use and disposal of the product.
events & projects

g e t t i n g s ta r t e d
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Carbon
neutral
business

Factors to consider
Going carbon neutral can be an iterative process whose scope can be expanded each year. A
business may begin with internal reductions and offsetting one business unit or activity, such as
air travel by executives, and work towards a full-scale carbon neutral initiative. Viewing carbon
neutrality as an ongoing process can also help drive internal emission reductions over the long term.

reducing ghgs

Examples of carbon neutral businesses
A business
carbon neutral retail store, a carbon neutral accounting firm

o f f s e t t i n g GHG
ghgs
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product

TA BLE 4 : D i f f e rbusiness
e n t T y p e s o f Ca r b o n N e u t r a l I n i t i at i v e s continued

Examples of carbon neutral use of products
Purchasing an automobile for which the manufacturer or dealer has offset fuel use for one year, or a
use of product
computer that comes with the option of purchasing offsets for its use.

Carbon
neutral
USE OF
PRODUCT

Factors to consider
product
Customers
can be offered the option of purchasing offsets for a fixed period of use of the product,
or the cost of those offsets can be automatically included in the purchase price.
While these types of initiatives can help educate customers about the GHG emissions associated
serviceusing various products, they are sometimes criticized for placing little onus on the
with
manufacturer to take responsibility for the climate impact of the use of their products. To give
this kind of initiative more credibility, manufacturers should consider taking responsibility for the
emissions
associated with manufacturing the products.
use of product
Possible scope of GHG emissions
Emissions associated with the use of a product by the consumer (scope 3), and possibly emissions
events & projects
associated
with manufacture (scope 1, 2, and 3) and disposal of the product (scope 3).
Examples of carbon neutral services
A carbon neutral courier, a carbon neutral web hosting service, a carbon neutral flight.
service

Carbon
neutral
SErVICE

Factors to consider
These initiatives can help to educate customers about the climate impact of the service if the
business undertakes effective communications around its initiative.
There are two broad categories of carbon neutral services. The first is where a business gives its
customers the option to purchase offsets themselves. These types of voluntary programs have
been very popular with airlines: at the time of purchasing a ticket for a flight, a customer is invited
events & projects
to purchase offsets selected by the airline. However, participation rates by customers can be low,
especially if the initiative is not very accessible or well-marketed.
It is also possible for a business to offset all emissions associated with its service, without relying
on customers to do it. While this guarantees the offsetting will occur, it is still important to inform
customers about the initiative (e.g. through marketing, or on the invoice) to take advantage of the
opportunity to engage customers with climate change solutions.
Possible scope of GHG emissions
Emissions associated with providing the service or a clearly defined part of the service to the
customer (could be scope 1, 2 or 3)

Examples of carbon neutral events and projects
A carbon neutral conference, a carbon neutral sporting event, a carbon neutral concert, a carbon
events & projects
neutral film.

Carbon
neutral
EVENTS
AND
PROJECTS

Factors to consider
Making an event (e.g. a large meeting or a conference) or a project (e.g. a film) carbon neutral can
give businesses an opportunity to gain experience with GHG management on a smaller scale before
expanding it to broader operations. As well, both events and projects can actively engage large
numbers of people with the carbon neutral initiative. For example, event advertising and information
on tickets can be used to inform event attendees and sponsors about the overall initiative, and to
promote related programs such as public transit and waste reduction efforts at the event.Projects
can also provide convenient opportunities to involve and educate employees in GHG management,
and if they have a public component (like films, for example) they can also reach broader audiences.
Because projects and events usually have tight schedules, it is helpful to get a full commitment from
senior management to the carbon neutral initiative when the planning starts, including adequate
resources with respect to staff and funding. Ways to reduce emissions should also be incorporated
into the initial planning stages so that there is time to achieve the reductions.
Possible scope of GHG emissions
events: Energy consumed by event venues (scope 1 and 2); travel to the host city by participants;
local road transportation; and energy used during hotel stays by participants (scope 3). Smaller
emission sources include transportation of goods for the event, event organizer travel during
planning and preparation, energy consumed by the organizing office, paper use and waste generation.
projects: Emission sources to be included are usually similar to those from an ongoing business
operation (i.e. all scope 1 and scope 2 emissions, and relevant scope 3 emissions), except that they
will be for a time period defined by the start and finish of the project.

What is a carbon offset?
Because all carbon neutral initiatives rely on the use of carbon offsets, it is important to have an understanding of what an offset is, how offsets are produced,
and how to ensure any offsets purchased are of high quality.
A carbon offset is simply a reduction in GHG emissions created by one party
that can be purchased and used to balance the emissions of another party. Carbon

g e t t i n g s ta r t e d
measuring ghgs
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1. The location where GHG reductions occur is not important from the
perspective of the climate impact, because greenhouse gases are quickly
diffused around the globe once they enter the atmosphere; and
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spud!
A c a r b o n n e u t r a l d e l i v e ry s e rv i c e f o r g r o c e r i e s

B

ased in Western Canada, spud! is North
America’s largest organic home grocery delivery
service. Customers place their orders online, and
spud! delivers their groceries in reusable plastic bins.
spud!’s operations include a website, a warehouse and
office in each location, and a fleet of delivery vehicles.
spud! has always tried to achieve the highest standards of environmental performance and to support
local and small-scale farmers and producers. spud!
first calculated its GHG emissions in 2006, including
emissions from its office and warehouse energy use,
and transportation of products to and from its warehouses, and to its customers. In 2008, spud! decided
to become completely carbon neutral for the year,
and offer its customers carbon neutral service. Its
goal was to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions
by 10% compared to 2007 levels. In the process, it
hoped to make a positive contribution to climate
change solutions, and further enhance the environmentally friendly reputation of its brand.
In addition to calculating its emissions, spud! has
identified several reduction priorities that target

its major emissions sources, including: an antiidling policy for all delivery vehicles; an energy and
resource-saving program for its offices; purchasing
locally grown and processed food; and purchasing
more fuel-efficient vehicles.
For the emissions that remain after reduction
efforts, spud! plans to purchase high quality carbon
offsets at the end of 2008. After considerable research into various offset options, spud! chose Gold
Standard carbon offsets. Because of its reputation
as an environmental leader, spud! wanted its carbon
offsets to be highly credible.
To provide its carbon neutral service, spud! has
added a carbon charge to all customer orders, which
amounts to $0.22 per order. This amount was calculated to be sufficient, over a year’s operations, to
fund the company’s offset purchases. The charge was
implemented in January 2008, and to date customers have been quite supportive of paying this small
amount in return for having their weekly supply of
groceries delivered carbon neutral.
F o r m o r e i n f o r ma t i o n

www.spud.ca
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every business will encounter a threshold
beyond which it is too expensive or

is developed, the volume of offsets

difficult to make further reductions in its

generated, whether the project is

own emissions. However, by purchasing

verified by third parties, and market

carbon offsets a business can create more

The voluntary
carbon market

fluctuations.

reductions in GHG emissions than would

At present there are a number of

otherwise be possible, through a more

regulated markets for carbon offsets,

In 2007, offsets on the voluntary
market sold for a volume-weighted
average price of $6.60 per tonne

cost-effective project somewhere else.

like the international market created
under the Kyoto Protocol, or the

(this was an increase from $4.70 in

Many activities have the potential to gen-

EU Emissions Trading System. In

2006). While price is no guarantee

erate carbon offsets. Renewable energy sources

addition to these regulated markets

of quality, the price of offsets from

such as wind farms, or installations of solar

there is also a much smaller but

high quality offset projects tends to
be higher than the average price.
Gold Standard offsets, for example,

panels can create carbon offsets by displacing
the use of conventional energy sources like

growing retail, or voluntary market,
where buyers purchase offsets for
voluntary initiatives to reduce their

could typically be purchased in 2007

coal. Energy efficiency projects can also create

for a price ranging from $16-$36+

offsets by conserving energy and reducing the

per tonne.

need to burn fossil fuels. Other potential offset

market come from a variety of

Sources

projects include storing or capturing green-

projects around the world, many

house gases, such as planting trees or capturing

of which are not subject to any

Ecosystem Marketplace and New Carbon
Finance, Forging a Frontier: State of the
Voluntary Carbon Markets 2008 p. 8.
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/resources/
Top_10_-_Carbon_Offsetting.pdf

methane from agricultural processes or landfills, or destroying greenhouse gases resulting
from certain manufacturing processes.

climate impact.
The offsets sold on the voluntary

standards or certification, although
there are some emerging voluntary
standards.The buyer side of the
voluntary market is dominated by

Regardless of their source, carbon offsets are generally quantified and sold

businesses, which account for about

to purchasers in metric tonnes of CO2e. Offsets are available for purchase from

80% of purchases, followed by non-

vendors, through brokers, or directly from project developers. Businesses can make

governmental organizations (13%),

offset purchases on an annual basis, or enter into a long-term purchasing agreement.

and individuals (5%).

Because it is currently impossible to become carbon neutral without the use
of carbon offsets, they will play an important role in any carbon neutral initiative. However, it should be noted that businesses can use offsets for a variety of

It has been estimated that 65
million tonnes of CO2e were
transacted in the voluntary market
in 2007 – almost triple the amount

purposes other than just carbon neutral initiatives: for example, to address the

in 2006.

climate impact of a business’s GHG emissions without making a carbon neutral

Source

claim, or to meet regulatory obligations.

o f f s e t t i n g GHG
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factors such as the project type,
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and activities around the world. At present,

vary considerably, depending on

www.ecosystemmarketplace.com/
documents/cms_documents/2008_
StateofVoluntaryCarbonMarket2.pdf
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gas emissions vary across economic sectors

Like offset quality, offset prices

measuring ghgs

2. The costs involved in reducing greenhouse
Offset prices

reducing ghgs
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3 The electricity is
transmitted to a nearby
substation where it
is added to the grid
and provides a cheap
and reliable source of
power for area homes
and businesses.

2 The cane is
chopped to size
and then used to
heat boilers that
feed steam-driven
electrical turbines.
Also, the ash left by
each metric tonne
of cane produces
100 kilos of rich
fertilizer.

D I AG R A M 7 :
E x am p l e o f a c arb o n o f f s et p ro j e c t

4 The plant does
produce GHG
emissions, but they
are absorbed by the
next cane crop, thus
making the project
carbon neutral.
5 The 4.5 megawatts
generated represents
a fraction of the
electrical output
of a conventional
generating station, but
using all of India’s cane
this way could power
200,000 villages.

1 After their
sugar is harvested,
farmers bring the
waste cane to
the power plant,
which burns
140 tonnes a day.

This Gold Standard offset project in India uses sugar cane waste
as a clean source of energy, replacing diesel generators.
s o u r c e s : A Consumers’ Guide to Retail Carbon Offset Producers. Clean Air-

Cool Planet, 2006 and www.myclimate.org. Illustration by Tonia Cowan, The Globe and Mail.

How do voluntary offset
purchases help solve the
problem of global warming?
To address global warming we will
need to reduce GHG emissions in
every sector of the economy. This
will require concerted international
cooperation and strong leadership
from all levels of government. But it
will also be important for businesses,
other organizations and individuals
to take responsibility for their
climate impact.
High quality offsets can create
real and lasting reductions in
GHG emissions, and thus can be
an effective bridging strategy for
businesses and other organizations
as they work to reduce their climate
impact. When voluntarily purchased,
carbon offsets can also help address
the gaps in existing regulations to
limit greenhouse gases, and allow
businesses to demonstrate leadership
on global warming.

High quality carbon offsets

The voluntary carbon market offers prospective purchasers a wide range of offset
project types, prices, and quality. Businesses must be prepared to exercise due
diligence, and have a good understanding of the quality issues with respect to
carbon offsets, particularly if they choose to purchase offsets that are not verified
to a recognized independent standard. Quality is critical to ensure that the investment in offsets accomplishes its primary purpose: to mitigate climate change
by achieving new and lasting reductions in greenhouse gas emissions.
Businesses that use lesser quality offsets put their reputations at risk, and a
carbon neutral initiative or offset purchase designed to create positive public relations can have the opposite effect, resulting in disillusioned customers, loss of
investor confidence, and heightened scrutiny of the business’s activities in general. Businesses should also keep in mind the growing knowledge and expectations of customers and shareholders with respect to climate change issues.
Quality issues around carbon offsets are relatively complex, and most businesses will likely not have the expertise or resources to adequately assess the
quality of a given offset project. However, all organizations that use carbon offsets should at the very least be aware of basic quality considerations, and these
are summarized in Appendix A: Evaluating carbon offset quality (page 80).
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T

he Fédération Internationale de Football
Association (FIFA) World Cup is one of
the largest sporting events in the world. In 2006,
Germany hosted the first climate neutral World Cup.
Organizers took into account major GHG emission sources associated with the event, including
significant ones that are often ignored, such as venue
construction and air travel by spectators.
Reduction efforts were focused on energy use and
transportation. Organizers reduced energy use at all
twelve World Cup stadiums (by an average of 13%)
through efficient lighting management, heat recovery,
and other measures. Photovoltaic panels were installed
at several stadiums, and organizers purchased additional green electricity for use by stadiums, hospitality
facilities, and the International Broadcasting Centre.

Organizers also promoted public transit for spectators travelling to the stadiums by ensuring frequent
service, restricted parking at stadiums, and free travel
for ticket holders on match days.
To address remaining emissions, and in keeping
with the global spirit of the World Cup, the organizers purchased approximately 100,000 tonnes of Gold
Standard offsets from projects in developing countries. As the organizers pointed out, “the high standards [Gold Standard] of the projects are the most
important factor in voluntary climate compensation,
and they represent both a model and a challenge for
future large sporting events.”
F o r m o r e i n f o r ma t i o n

www.oeko.de/oekodoc/292/2006-011-en.pdf

How to decide which carbon offsets to purchase
In light of the quality issues with carbon offsets, businesses should choose their

reducing ghgs
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• Consult expert reviews and analyses of carbon offsets and the voluntary
Climate neutral parcels

(page 55) for a list of expert reports, including comparisons of offset

DHL, a global logistics firm, offers

vendors.

climate neutral parcels through

• Seek advice from a reputable environmental organization or GHG
consultant that can provide information about carbon offsets. Most offset
vendors will also offer their views on offsets but their advice may or may
not be objective, and they might not be fully informed about quality issues.

Deutsche Post. Customers pay a
postal fee that includes climate
neutral shipping. DHL calculates
all CO2 emissions created by the
shipment of a parcel and offsets

However, talking to a number of different offset providers and asking them

them through domestic and

about how their offset projects address the quality issues discussed in this

international offset projects.
Source

www.dhl.com/publish/g0/en/press/
release/2008/080408.high.html

m ov i n g f o rwa r d

carbon market. See Helpful resources for offsetting and going carbon neutral
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offsets carefully. Following are some suggestions:
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Particular quality issues with carbon offsets
from tree-planting projects
Offset projects based on planting trees face some particular challenges in terms
of delivering reductions. First, the reductions in GHG emissions created by storing
carbon in growing trees may not last, because trees can be destroyed or damaged by
insects such as the mountain pine beetle, fire, logging, disease and other disturbances.
As well, growing evidence indicates that forests around the world are being damaged
by the effects of global warming, creating further uncertainty about the climate benefit
of this type of offset. There are also offset quality issues associated with determining
additionality for offset projects from tree planting; for example, regulations may already
require re-planting, or vegetation may re-grow in the absence of human intervention.

Can any business create
and sell offsets?
A common question from
businesses that find ways to reduce
their GHG emissions is whether
those reductions can be sold as
offsets. It should be understood
that developing offset projects is
a technical undertaking requiring

Organizations that rely on offsets from tree planting must be prepared to accept
and manage an additional level of risk and uncertainty related to their carbon neutral
initiatives. The UK band Coldplay, for example, offset the GHG emissions from
its second album by having 10,000 mango trees planted in India. British media later
reported that a large number of the trees had died because of a drought, creating
negative public relations issues for the band.
Sources

www.davidsuzuki.org/Climate_Change/What_You_Can_Do/trees3.asp
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/india/1517031/How-Coldplay’s-green-hopes-died-in-the-arid-soilof-India.html

investment and specialized
expertise. For example, offsets
should be verified by a qualified
auditor according to a recognized
methodology. As well, a business

guide (as well as how much of their revenue goes directly to the project and
how much covers their administrative costs) can be helpful.
• Purchase offsets registered to a reputable standard. This takes the

cannot sell offsets from its own

guesswork out of selecting carbon offsets, and lends credibility to the

reductions if it counts the same

carbon neutral initiative of a business. For example, standards such as The

reductions in its inventory, because it

Gold Standard (see box on next page) ensure quality criteria are addressed,

would be double-counting the same

and that the offset projects have been audited by an accredited third-party

reductions. Nor would reductions

organization. At present there are a number of standards emerging in

from activities that are already
underway or planned to occur be
eligible because they would not meet
the test of additionality. For more
guidance, see Appendix A: Evaluating
carbon offset quality (page 80).

the voluntary market, including some government standards. For more
information, see Helpful resources for offsetting and going carbon neutral
(page 55).
• Review the offset purchasing policy on a regular basis. A company’s
approach to greenhouse gas management will no doubt change over time,
and the carbon market is also changing rapidly. Regular review will ensure
that offset purchases are still in line with best practice.
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real reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and that the carbon
offset projects promote sustainable development objectives in the
host communities. Gold Standard offset projects must be either renewable energy
or energy efficiency projects, and verified by UN-accredited auditors according
to recognized methodologies.

Offsetting air travel

and is now an independent non-profit organization based in Switzerland supported

Many airlines are offering customers

by a broad group of stakeholders, including more than fifty non-governmental

carbon offsets for their flights. For

organizations worldwide. It is consistently ranked among the highest standards for

example, customers flying on Virgin

carbon offsets in the world by analysts. Gold Standard offsets are used by high-profile

Atlantic Airways have the option to

businesses and organizations around the world including HSBC, Ben & Jerry’s, KLM,

purchase carbon offsets at the time

FIFA World Cup 2006, NHL Players’ Association, and Virgin Atlantic. At present

of booking. Virgin has calculated

there are no Gold Standard offset projects located in Canada, but purchasers can

the average emissions for all of its

buy Gold Standard offsets from Canadian vendors.

flights, and secured a supply of Gold

source

Standard offsets for its customers.

regional flights, purchases carbon

Helpful resources for offsetting
and going carbon neutral

offsets to mitigate the climate impact

Carbon neutral Initiatives

offsets is automatically included in

Three Stage Approach to Developing a Robust Offsetting Strategy
by Carbon Trust
www.carbontrust.co.uk/publications/publicationdetail?productid=CTC621

Sources

Getting to Zero: Defining Corporate Climate Neutrality
by Clean Air-Cool Planet and Forum for the Future
www.cleanair-coolplanet.org/documents/zero.pdf
Going Carbon Neutral: How the Retail Carbon Offsets Market Can Further
Global Warming Mitigation Goals
by Ecosystem Marketplace
www.ecosystemmarketplace.com/media/pdf/em_going_carbon_neutral.pdf

of all scheduled service, charter and
tour operations. The price of the
the price of all flights.
www.virgin-atlantic.com
www.harbour-air.com

o f f s e t t i n g GHG
ghgs

In Vancouver, Harbour Air
Seaplanes, a small airline offering
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The Gold Standard is designed to ensure that carbon offsets provide
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SUPPLY CHAIN EMISSIONS AND CARBON LABELLING

Reducing Supply Chain Carbon
by Sustainability Purchasing Network
www.buysmartbc.com/UserFiles/File/SPN_CarbonNeutralSupplyChains_31Jan08.pdf
Carbon Footprints in the Supply Chain: the Next Step for Businesses
by Carbon Trust
www.carbontrust.co.uk/publications/publicationdetail?productid=CTC616
CarbonCounted
www.carboncounted.com
CarbonFree
www.carbonfund.org/site/pages/businesses/category/CarbonFree%20Products
Carbon offsets

Top 10 Tips for Purchasing Carbon Offsets
by The Climate Group
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/resources/Top_10_-_Carbon_Offsetting.pdf
Evaluations and Recommendations of Voluntary Offset Companies
by Tufts University Climate Initiative
www.tufts.edu/tie/carbonoffsets/TCI-offset-handout.htm
A Consumers’ Guide to Retail Carbon Offset Providers
by Clean Air-Cool Planet
www.cleanair-coolplanet.org/ConsumersGuidetoCarbonOffsets.pdf
Purchasing Carbon Offsets in Canada:
A Guide for Businesses and Consumers
by David Suzuki Foundation and the Pembina Institute
www.davidsuzuki.org/Publications/offset_vendors.asp
Carbon Catalog
www.carboncatalog.org
Offsetting Emissions: A Business Brief on the Voluntary Carbon Market
by Business for Social Responsibility
www.bsr.org/reports/BSR_Voluntary-Carbon-Offsets-2.pdf
Forging a Frontier: State of the Voluntary Carbon Markets 2008
by Ecosystem Marketplace
www.ecosystemmarketplace.com/documents/cms_documents/2008_
StateofVoluntaryCarbonMarket2.pdf
A Comparison of Carbon Offset Standards:
Making Sense of the Voluntary Carbon Market
by Anja Kollmuss (SEI-US), Helge Zink (Tricorona) and Clifford Polycarp (SEI-US)
www.panda.org/about_wwf/what_we_do/climate_change/index.
cfm?uNewsID=126700
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Informing customers
about climate impact

to the success of the GHG management program, and highlights

To help its customers understand

to tailor messages to different audiences, and includes advice
on how to avoid greenwashing.

the climate impact of its shoes,
Timberland ranks them on a

climate-impact scale of 0 to 10,
and this information appears on
tags and leaflets inside shoe boxes.

W

This information is based on

it languish because of a perceived lack of stakeholder support – when in fact stake-

is working on a pilot initiative with

holders were not even aware of the initiative because of poor communications.

a number of companies, including

hen a business implements a GHG management program, it

Timberland’s emissions inventory,

is important that any related communications help to maxi-

which showed that 79% of the life-

mize the program’s benefit for the organization, and also its

cycle emissions associated with its

effectiveness as an environmental initiative. More than one

business has implemented an innovative GHG management program, only to see

Some of the specific benefits of effective communications include:
• Motivating and engaging employees to participate in achieving the goals
of the program.
• Informing stakeholders of the company’s progress in meeting its targets.

footwear result from the livestock
used in the production of leather.
In the UK, the Carbon Trust

The Coca-Cola Company,
Cadbury-Schweppes, Tesco and
Walkers to develop a standard

for measuring the embodied GHG
emissions from products and

• Helping create positive brand visibility among investors and customers.

services across their life cycles, and

• Educating and inspiring customers and the broader public to take action

labelling products accordingly.

on climate change.
• Gaining positive media coverage for the organization.
• Inspiring other businesses and organizations to take action.
• Addressing regulatory reporting requirements, if applicable.

Sources

www.cleanair-coolplanet.org/documents/zero.pdf
www.boston.com/business/
articles/2007/09/11/for_buyers_carbon_
labels_tap_into_worry_on_warming/
www.carbontrust.co.uk
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Communicating Effectively:
Supporting the GHG
Management Program
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Developing an effective communications plan
To achieve the different objectives discussed above, it will be useful for a business to have a communications plan as part of the GHG management program.
Most communications plans will include the following elements:
• Clear assignment of responsibility for communications at all levels.
• How information is obtained within the organization, and how the quality
of that information will be assured.
• How and where information will be communicated. Some examples
include: the company website, annual report, sustainability report, staff
meetings, internal newsletters and intranet, advertising, news releases, in
stores, at conferences, on invoices and customer receipts, on labels, and on
company vehicles.
• Mechanisms to ensure consistent communication across the organization.
• Opportunities to capture valuable feedback from employees, customers
and other stakeholders, and continually improve the program.
• Assignment of responsibility for meeting reporting requirements for
government or voluntary GHG programs, if applicable.

Principles of good communications
for environmental initiatives
There are several principles of good communications for environmental initiatives that apply equally well to GHG management programs:
• “Inside out.” Communicate internally first. This lays a good foundation
for both the program and subsequent external communications. Make sure
that key members across all departments of the business are well-informed
about the GHG management program so that they can provide consistent
messaging from the business to all of its external points of contact.16
• Authenticity. Align actions and communications, or “do what you say you are
doing.” This is important both for motivating employees and gaining trust of
customers and other stakeholders. Be frank about challenges and obstacles.
• Gain the knowledge and expertise required to communicate the GHG
management program effectively. Valid action can be undermined with
enthusiastic but inaccurate communication.

Getting the facts straight
Britain’s advertising watchdog
recently found that Royal Dutch
Shell PLC violated industry rules

when it implied in a newspaper

them.
• Obtain assurance from independent third parties. A recent survey showed

ad that a Shell project related to
exploration in Canada’s tar sands
was “sustainable”. The Advertising
Standards Authority rejected Shell’s

that 70% of U.K. and U.S. consumers want to see independent third-party

claim that it intended to refer only

verification of business claims about climate change action,17 and other

to the social and economic impacts

external groups like investors, NGOs and media also look for this.

of the project.

• Seeing is believing. While it can be challenging to present visual examples
of greenhouse gas reductions, there can be opportunities. For example,

Source

www.ethicalcorp.com/content.asp?ContentID=
6053&ContTypeID=36

measuring ghgs

• Be specific. Provide details about GHG emissions and activities to address
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What is greenwashing?

of Canada’s Competition

Greenwashing occurs when a business or other organization tries

Bureau, in collaboration

to camouflage generally poor performance on environmental

with the Canadian

issues with some very public, but minor or even false displays of

Standards Association, released guidelines on the marketing of

environmental action. Some examples include: making vague or

green products and services to provide consumers with greater

unsubstantiated claims; implying certification or endorsement

assurance about the accuracy of environmental claims. Businesses

when none exists; promoting one environmental attribute of a

will have until 2009 to comply with the guidelines.

aspirations as actions; omitting material information; using
scientific data very selectively; and inconsistent private and public
positions, like lobbying discretely against regulation while speaking
publicly about the need to take strong, decisive action.

How to avoid greenwashing

In sum, communicate with integrity. Consult with stakeholders
to find out what they are looking for; be transparent; review
all environmental claims carefully; ensure that staff are trained
to understand the issues; develop a communications policy
that addresses greenwashing; seek independent advice and

Why should businesses be concerned

certification; audit to a standard wherever possible; consider

about greenwashing?

communicating through a reputable third party organization

Greenwashing can be very damaging to the reputation of a

that can verify and critique your green claims; and go beyond

business, with long-term negative implications for brand value.

what is legally required.

Even if there is no massive public boycott, a business brand can
become devalued over time as consumers, inherently skeptical
about businesses claiming to support environmental issues,
become informed about dubious claims. In 2008, the Government

Sources

www.greencapital.org.au/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=32&It
emid=131
www.terrachoice.com/Home/Six%20Sins%20of%20Greenwashing
www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/epic/site/cb-bc.nsf/en/02700e.html
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C ASE STUDY

Salt Spring Coffee Company
D e v e l o p i n g t h e Ca r b o n C o o l B r a n d

S

alt Spring Coffee Company is a small coffee
roaster located on Salt Spring Island, British
Columbia. A pioneer in its industry, Salt Spring
Coffee Company sells certified organic, fair trade,
shade tree-grown coffees that yield a healthier
product and provide premiums to farmers that help
secure their economic independence.
In 2007, Salt Spring Coffee Company launched
its Carbon Cool initiative, and became one of the
world’s first companies to offer its customers a
carbon neutral cup of coffee. Through its initiative
Salt Spring aimed to analyze its GHG emissions and
find ways to reduce its carbon footprint, and to use
its program as a way to educate its customers about
global warming. It also hoped to further differentiate
itself in a competitive marketplace, and developed
a proprietary Carbon Cool logo which is printed on
all of its coffee bags.
Because the Carbon Cool initiative has a strong
public component, Salt Spring wanted a high level of
accountability and transparency. It inventoried all of
the major emission sources associated with its own
production and distribution, such as transporting its
delivery vehicles by ferry, and also included transportation emissions from the port of origin for its beans.
Salt Spring then had consultants from the Pembina
Institute review that its GHG calculations were
accurate and met industry standards.
Reduction efforts include streamlining delivery
schedules to require fewer trips and shorter distances, and transporting containers of green beans
directly to Vancouver by ship rather than overland

Breakdown of 2007 GHG emissions
(in metric tonnes CO2e)
Emission Source	Scope

Propane use in roasting
1
Company vehicle use
1
Heating
1
Refrigerants
1
Electricity
2
Air travel
3
Green bean shipping
3
Ferry travel
3
TOTAL 		

Amount

131.6
36.2
9.6
1.0
7.1
31.4
31.2
15.3
263.4

by truck from Oakland, California. Salt Spring is also
switching to energy efficient technologies across its
operations, from compact fluorescent lights in offices
to energy efficient equipment in its cafés.
When it came to carbon offsets, Salt Spring
Coffee Company researched offset providers,
and eventually chose a combination of offsets from
Canadian and American vendors that could provide
third party-verified carbon offsets from renewable
energy projects.
In the process of measuring its GHG emissions
and evaluating offset providers, Salt Spring has developed in-house expertise and experience that will
assist greatly in its future GHG management plans.
It is also working to educate customers about solutions to climate change through its website and in
other public communications about its initiative.
F o r m o r e i n f o r ma t i o n

www.saltspringcoffee.com

TA BLE 5 : TA ILORIN G M ESS A G ES TO DIFFERENT A UDIENCES

Who is the
audience?

CUSTOMERS
AND CLIENTS

EMPLOYEES

INVESTORS

MEDIA

Why talk to them?

What to communicate?

Customers want businesses to take global
warming more seriously, and they may be
more willing to do business with companies
that are working on global warming solutions.
Businesses can enhance their brand by
letting customers know about their actions
to reduce their impact, and positioning
themselves as innovative leaders.18

Customers are looking for more information
at the point of sale (e.g. on packaging, displays,
and invoices) about the climate change impact
of products and services they purchase, and
what the company is doing to mitigate them.19
Communications can also highlight actions that can
be taken by customers.

Employee participation and buy-in can
help make the GHG management program
a success. Their feedback can also be a
valuable source of ideas for improvements
and innovation.
Employees care about the social
responsibility of employers, and, in a
competitive labour market, letting them
know how the company manages its climate
impact can be advantageous in attracting
new employees to the company or keeping
existing employees.

Employees need to understand their contribution
to making the GHG management program a
success. Communications should make the broader
goals of the program relevant to their activities.
In a larger organization the message should be
tailored to different departments. Opportunities for
feedback are important.

Investors are recognizing that managing
GHG emissions and climate change-related
risk will be a significant success indicator.
Some investors are beginning to require
corporate disclosure around climate change
measures.

Investors are interested in how businesses are
managing risk related to climate change, how they
are capitalizing on new opportunities, and whether
they are positioned to adapt to a new regulatory
environment. Investors will also likely be interested
in how a business compares to industry averages.

Media can be an important source of
information about a business for
customers and investors.

Businesses can strengthen their media communications
by obtaining third-party assurance of claims, and by
being as transparent as possible. It may also be useful
to demonstrate that there is a strong business case
for the actions that the organization is taking, and that
customers and employees are engaged.

g e t t i n g s ta r t e d
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TA BLE 5 : TA ILORIN G M ESS A G ES TO DIFFERENT A UDIENCES continued

Who is the
audience?

SUPPLIERS

OTHER BUSINESSES
AND
ORGANIZATIONS

ENVIRONMENTAL
GROUPS AND
OTHER
STAKEHOLDERS

REGULATORY
OR VOLUNTARY
REPORTING

Why talk to them?

What to communicate?

Many larger businesses are working with
their supply chains to boost the overall
success and scope of their own GHG
management programs.

Suppliers will need to understand the goals of the
GHG program in a way that is relevant to them,
and how to quantify the emissions associated with
the products and services they supply. They may
also be receptive to information about how to
reduce these emissions, and/or develop low-carbon
alternatives.

Businesses may want to communicate
about their GHG management programs
to other businesses to show leadership,
share insights, and encourage others to
take action. Businesses in the same industry
might want to encourage others to follow
suit so that there is a level playing field.

Opportunities include participating in industrylevel initiatives, professional networks, or training
sessions. Businesses receiving the information will
want to know what was done, what worked, and
how much it cost. They will be interested in lessons
learned, and will possibly be looking for support
and mentoring for their own initiatives.

Businesses that reach out to environmental
groups, community associations and
other stakeholders create opportunities
to receive constructive feedback about
their GHG management programs. Some
of these groups might be able to direct
businesses towards resources, let them
know about related initiatives, and even
provide public validation of the program.

Environmental groups will most likely be interested
in the overall environmental performance of the
business. These groups will be expecting strong
GHG reduction efforts and solid evidence of
progress being made. Openly discussing challenges
can be one way to solicit helpful feedback.

If a company’s GHG management program
is designed to comply with regulations,
voluntary standards or GHG programs (e.g.
WWF Climate Savers), there will likely be
reporting requirements.

The reporting requirements will be determined
by the regulations or program, and will likely
require third-party assurance. These requirements
should be considered early in the design of the
GHG management program so that the necessary
information is collected and handled appropriately.

g e t t i n g s ta r t e d
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This section has described general principles and strategies for communications in support of greenhouse gas management programs. Of course, in order
to tell a truly compelling story, a business needs a strong greenhouse gas management program, as discussed in other sections of this guide. However, planning communications carefully can contribute to the success and momentum

Yahoo! for the climate

of the program, by educating and motivating employees, capturing important

Yahoo! Green is a website

feedback from all interested stakeholders, and providing an accurate, accessible

designed to provide consumers with

and inspiring account of the program.

information about global warming

measuring ghgs
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solutions, and it also has interactive

Source

Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable Communications: Who’s Listening?
Who’s Leading? What Matters Most?
by Boston Center for Corporate Citizenship, World Business Council for
Sustainable Development, Net Impact, and Edelman
www.edelman.com/expertise/practices/csr/documents/
EdelmanCSR020508Final_000.pdf
Eco-promising: Communicating the Environmental Credentials
of Your Products and Service
by Business for Social Responsibility and Forum for the Future
www.bsr.org/reports/BSR_Eco-promising_April_2008.pdf
What Assures Consumers on Climate Change: Switching on Citizen Power
by AccountAbility and Consumers International
www.consumersinternational.org/Templates/Internal.asp?NodeID=96674
Reputation or Reality? A Discussion Paper on Greenwash & Corporate
Sustainability by Total Environment Centre
www.greencapital.org.au/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=32&Ite
mid=131
The Six Sins of Greenwashing
by TerraChoice Environmental Marketing Inc.
www.terrachoice.com/Home/Six%20Sins%20of%20Greenwashing

www.green.yahoo.com

offsetting ghgs

Inside Out: Sustainability Communication Begins in the Workplace
green@work, Summer 2005
www.greenbiz.com/news/reviews_third.cfm?NewsID=28489%20Change.pdf
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Moving Forward:
Overcoming Challenges
This section looks at some common challenges faced

and expand the GHG management program.

challenges in managing their GHG emissions, especially at the begin-

“The barriers will be different
in every company,” says Peter
Chantraine of DuPont Canada.

ning. Some of the more common challenges – and possible solutions

DuPont is one of the world’s largest

– are discussed below:

chemical companies. “I think the key

• Time and money. Implementing an effective GHG management program

for energy managers is to figure out

requires time and financial resources. However, it’s worth keeping in mind

what those barriers are and who in

that a GHG management program is an investment that can have many

the company needs to be engaged in

benefits for the company down the road. Some of these may include: cost
savings associated with energy efficiency, brand enhancement, employee
satisfaction, and preparedness for a carbon-constrained economy.
Businesses may also be eligible for financial incentive programs, like those
referred to in Helpful resources for reducing GHG emissions (page 39).
To help avoid time crunches, businesses can plan to implement the
program during periods when workloads are less demanding.
• Too many options. Because there are many options when it comes to
managing GHG emissions – for example, determining which GHG
emissions to measure, where to reduce, and whether to use carbon offsets

finding a solution. You need to talk
to people in your legal department,
in finance and taxation, and in
operations and plant maintenance.”
Source

www.oee.nrcan.gc.ca/publications/infosource/
pub/cipec/DupontEng.cfm?attr=24
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t is helpful to keep in mind that nearly all businesses will encounter some

Identifying challenges
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possible solutions, and ideas about how to strengthen
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by businesses when managing their GHG emissions. It offers

In many ways, this “challenge” is actually an opportunity, as the variety of
options available gives businesses a lot of flexibility when designing their
GHG management programs. To winnow down the choices, it may be
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helpful to first spend some time on the steps outlined in Section 1,
Getting Started: Planning for Success (page 1), i.e. developing a business
case for action, and establishing clear goals based on the business case.
The goals and business case can then be used to guide subsequent
decisions. Second, a rough cost-benefit analysis of the most attractive
options can be performed, and if desired, GHG consultants can assist in
developing and refining a list of options. Finally, starting with a simple
initiative can be a way to gain experience, help identify further activities,
and generate momentum for the program.
• A steep learning curve for the emissions inventory. Many businesses
find their first emissions inventory more work than expected. Retrieving
GHG workshops
for small and mediumsized businesses

and tracking all the information associated with calculating emissions
for a business is often time-consuming and even frustrating the first time
around. The good news is that the second year will likely be much easier,

In 2007, the David Suzuki

particularly if the business sets up some systems to ensure that the needed

Foundation partnered with the

data is captured and recorded in a more accessible way.

Pembina Institute and Ecotrust

• Lack of internal expertise. Most businesses do not have any previous

Canada on a pilot project to offer a

experience managing greenhouse gas emissions, and may find it somewhat

series of three GHG workshops for

challenging to get started. There are many resources targeted at businesses,

local businesses in British Columbia.
Each workshop explored a different
theme: measuring emissions,

including backgrounders, calculation tools, tips on energy savings and
other emission reduction strategies, as well as guidance on carbon offsets.

reducing emissions, and going carbon

See the Helpful resources at the end of each section of this guide, as well as

neutral. Ten businesses ranging

the Additional resources (page 71). Many businesses are able to get their

from a furniture manufacturer to a

GHG management programs started using resources like these.

wilderness resort lodge participated
in the pilot, and had the opportunity
to gain skills and knowledge
associated with GHG management,
and also to share their ideas and

		

However, businesses may also find it useful to engage an accredited

GHG consultant or an energy auditor to help them with their program.
Such consultations may also be designed to include internal capacity
building for the business, putting into place systems and training

experiences with other businesses.

employees, so that in the future the business can manage its own GHG

Out of this pilot emerged Ecotrust

emissions with less reliance on outside expertise. There are also growing

Canada’s Climate Smart program for

opportunities for education in GHG measurement and management,

small and medium-sized businesses.

ranging from online courses to customized seminars.

source

www.climate-smart.ca

		

Businesses may also find it useful to get involved with networks or

associations of businesses and other organizations that are tackling GHG
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management and climate change issues. Some businesses have engaged
measuring ghgs

with non-governmental and academic organizations to draw on their
specialized expertise and insight.
• Motivating employees. Because employees are key drivers of the GHG
management program, it will be difficult for the program to succeed if
employees are uninterested or, more likely, find themselves too busy to
contribute their expertise or time to the program. For this reason, it is
important to identify the potential barriers related to employee participation

within the business and why reductions are important, not only for the
environment but also for the longer-term viability and competitiveness
of the business. They can be made aware of how individual actions to
conserve energy or other resources can add up to be important at the

Engaging employees
with David Suzuki’s
Nature Challenge
David Suzuki’s Nature Challenge
at Work program was designed to

organizational level. For example, a business can inform employees

help employees bring sustainability

about the cumulative impact of turning off computers or a vehicle anti-

into their workplace. It contains

idling policy, and then look for creative ways to encourage employee

engaging activities to motivate staff,

participation.

promote team-building and increase

		

Employees at all levels can contribute useful and often inexpensive

ideas about how to reduce GHG emissions. To capture these ideas it’s
important to establish channels for regular feedback to ensure that

communications across departments.
These activities can tie in with a
company’s overall GHG management
plan, and include reducing energy

employees charged with making decisions hear from employees on the

use in the office, creating a smart

frontlines. This might be as simple as a suggestion box, opportunities for

transportation plan for staff, and

feedback at team meetings, lunch time seminars, or an online forum on

developing a green procurement

the business intranet, where employees can share experiences and insights.

policy.

		

Businesses should also work to create a broad base of engaged

employees across the organization, representing different departments
or business units. This will help strengthen and harmonize the
implementation of the GHG management program, and maximize its
impact, instead of leaving it up to a sustainability team that then must play

SOURCE

www.davidsuzuki.org/NatureChallenge/
at_Work
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Employees can be educated about sources of GHG emissions

c o m m u n i c at i n g

		

reducing ghgs

in the program, especially where behaviour change is required.

		

One way to encourage ongoing employee participation is to

incorporate the tasks associated with GHG management into job
descriptions, and to allocate adequate resources in terms of time and

m ov i n g f o rwa r d
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money. Some businesses are now including climate change-related
objectives (with key performance indicators) in employee evaluations, and
are offering incentive packages and other rewards so that efforts that support
the organization’s greenhouse gas management objectives can be recognized.
		

And finally, employees should be informed about organizational

successes related to climate change initiatives, and their role in achieving
those successes should be celebrated. This can be done, for example, in
Carbon reduction contest
engages employees
Business Objects, an SAP company

internal newsletters, in messages from the CEO, or in any way that fits the
culture of a particular business.
• Integration of GHG management into decision-making processes. A

is a global leader in providing

GHG management program that is not integrated into daily operations

software solutions to businesses. In

and decision-making processes will often compete with other priorities,

2007, the company ran an internal

and will ultimately be less successful. To avoid this, a strong, well-

Carbon Footprint Contest, asking
its employees for innovative ideas
on how to reduce its climate impact.

articulated commitment to the program at the most senior level is
critical. For example, a directive from the CEO that “Business X is going

Over 81 ideas were submitted, and

to reduce its GHG emissions by 20% from 2005 levels by 2010” is a clear

all employees voted to determine

objective that can be used as the basis for decision-making about GHG

which ideas were implemented.

management.

The resulting reductions from the
ideas implemented will be tallied by
the company to determine its net
greenhouse gas savings.
Business Objects also engages

		

Next, the responsibility for delivering on the commitment needs

to be assigned to senior managers or staff who have the authority and
resources to make it a reality, and they will need to communicate with each
other and coordinate their action. The expertise and authority required

environmental leaders for information

to manage and reduce GHG emissions will often be found in different

sessions where they share their

departments or functions, and coordination is an important aspect of

experiences and suggest ways that

GHG management. Bringing these key people to the table for decision-

employees can make a difference, at

making will produce a well-integrated program and will help avoid

work and at home.

conflicts with existing production or operational plans.

Source

www.businessobjects.com

		

All decision-makers in the organization will need to understand

the GHG implications of any options that are under consideration. For
example, if the company’s vehicle fleet is being upgraded, GHG emissions
produced by the new vehicles and any related costs should be factored into
decision-making.
• Ongoing monitoring and adjustment. As with any strategic initiative,
ongoing monitoring and adjustment are necessary to ensure the GHG
program can adapt and change with current situations. Monitoring can

g e t t i n g s ta r t e d

include the company’s GHG emissions, the status of reduction efforts, costs
and savings related to the program, carbon offset pricing and availability,
media stories about the program, employee and customer feedback, and
others. Companies can learn from their successes as well as failures, and use
them to refine and improve the program over time. Adjusting to changes
within the company will also be important. Most businesses experience
staff turnover, and new staff need to be educated about the program. New
leaders in the company should reinforce the executive commitment to
be prepared to monitor external factors that can impact their program,

Cultivating an integrated
approach to GHG
management

including new technologies, actions by competitors, customer demands and

Dole, one of the world’s largest

government regulations, as all of these might shape future directions for the

suppliers of fruits and vegetables, is

the program to create continuing momentum. As well, companies should

GHG management program.

working to create a carbon neutral
supply chain for its bananas
and pineapples from

Helpful resources for moving forward

Costa Rica. The team

measuring ghgs
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Saving Money through Energy Efficiency: A Guide
to Implementing an Energy Efficiency Awareness Program
by Natural Resources Canada
oee.nrcan.gc.ca/Publications/infosource/Pub/ici/eii/pdf/eii-awareness.pdf
David Suzuki’s Nature Challenge at Work
by David Suzuki Foundation
www.davidsuzuki.org/NatureChallenge/at_Work

representation from the
research department, the
environmental department,
the department of logistics,
the supply chain, corporate
responsibility, and marketing.
Dole also plans to work
closely with businesses in
its supply chain, like local
transportation companies in
Costa Rica.
Source

GHG consultants

Canada’s Clean Energy Portal
www.cleanenergy.gc.ca/canada/companies_e.asp?item=189
GHG management and related training

GHG Management Institute
www.ghginstitute.org
Natural Resources Canada:
Dollars to $ense Energy Management Workshops
oee.nrcan.gc.ca/industrial/training-awareness/index.cfm?attr=0

www.greenbiz.com/radio/radio_third.
cfm?NewsID=36045

c o m m u n i c at i n g

Top 10 Ways to Motivate Employees on Climate Change
by The Climate Group
www.theclimategroup.org/assets/resources/briefing_note_01_internal_
communications.pdf

m ov i n g f o rwa r d

Engaging employees

offsetting ghgs

managing the initiative has
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Conclusion

C

limate change presents a major challenge for the business community. It will profoundly alter the way business is conducted in
the future, illustrating how the environment and the economy are
inextricably linked. The physical impacts of climate change have
the potential to negatively affect economic interests, but, on the other hand, efforts to address climate change can spur innovation, expand markets for clean
technologies, and create new green collar jobs.
Businesses that don’t take action to manage their greenhouse gas emissions,
and mitigate their climate-related risks, face an uncertain future. Customers
are already beginning to move away from companies that aren’t taking climate
change seriously, and investors are asking questions about how businesses are
adapting their organizations to new demands related to GHG management.
Government regulators in Canada and elsewhere are also exploring ways to set
a price on carbon, and some jurisdictions have already enacted legislation to
limit emissions. All of these challenges – combined with high energy prices that
are affecting the bottom line – are providing clear economic incentives for businesses to reduce their GHG emissions.
For businesses that act now, climate change presents enormous opportunities. Examples from Canada and around the world show that businesses that
manage their greenhouse gas emissions and develop climate-friendly products
and services are not only saving substantial amounts of money, but are also realizing other competitive advantages. These include new customers and markets,
loyal and motivated employees, strengthened relationships with suppliers, and
increased operational efficiencies.
Although managing greenhouse gas emissions is still new territory for many
businesses in Canada, it is expected to become a mainstream practice in the near
future. Businesses that show leadership by acting now to measure, reduce and
offset their GHG emissions, will be able to limit their exposure to the risks, and
at the same time take advantage of important opportunities. From a broader
prospective, these businesses will also be lending their workforce and their creativity to help solve the problem of climate change.
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Additional resources
The resources below supplement the resources at the end of each section
of this guide. For a current, comprehensive list of climate change resources for
businesses see: www.davidsuzuki.org/Climate_Change/What_You_Can_Do/
carbon_neutral_business.asp
Books about business and sustainability

Ricardo Bayon, Amanda Hawn, Katherine Hamilton (2007) Voluntary Carbon
Markets: A Business Guide to What They Are and How They Work, Earthscan
Publications Ltd.
Daniel C. Esty and Andrew S. Winston (2006) Green to Gold: How Smart
Companies Use Environmental Strategy to Innovate, Create Value and Build
Competitive Advantage, Yale University Press.
Paul Hawken (1994) The Ecology of Commerce, Collins.
Andrew Hoffman (2007) Carbon Strategies: How Leading Companies Are
Reducing Their Climate Change Footprint, University of Michigan Press.
Bob Willard (2002) The Sustainability Advantage – Seven Business Case Benefits
of a Triple Bottom Line, New Society Publishers.
Background on business and climate change

The Climate Group
www.theclimategroup.org
ClimateBiz – The Business Resource for Climate Management
www.climatebiz.com
Climate Changes Your Business
by KPMG
www.kpmg.nl/site.asp?id=40378&process_mode=mode_doc&doc_id=45618
Getting Ahead of the Curve: Corporate Strategies that Address Climate Change
by the Pew Center on Global Climate Change
www.pewclimate.org/global-warming-in-depth/all_reports/corporate_
strategies
CEO Briefing: Carbon Crunch, Meeting the Cost
by the United Nations Environment Programme
www.unepfi.org/fileadmin/documents/CEObriefing_carbon_crunch.pdf
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The Carbon Trust
www.carbontrust.co.uk
Ahead of the Curve: Business Responds to Climate Change
by Sea Studios Foundation
http://seastudios.org/ahead.php
Physical risks due to climate change

Adapting to Climate Change: Business Planning, Risk Management
and Emergency Preparedness
by the Conference Board of Canada
www.conferenceboard.ca/documents.asp?rnext=2452
Adapting to Climate Change: A Business Approach
by the Pew Center on Global Climate Change
www.pewclimate.org/business-adaptation
Climate change science and policy

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
www.ipcc.ch
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
www.unfccc.int
Stern Review: The Economics of Climate Change
www.occ.gov.uk/activities/stern.htm
Carbon market surveys and analysis

State of the Voluntary Carbon Markets
by Ecosystem Marketplace
www.ecosystemmarketplace.com
State and Trends of the Carbon Market
by The World Bank
http://carbonfinance.org

a dd i t i o n a l r e s o u r c e s

Networks and GHG Management Programs
for Businesses

Low Carbon Leaders in Canada
by The Climate Group
http://theclimategroup.org/assets/resources/low_carbon_leader_canada.pdf
Climate Savers – World Wildlife Fund
www.worldwildlife.org/climate/projects/climatesavers/companies.cfm
E.P.A. Climate Leaders – United States Environmental Protection Agency
www.epa.gov/climateleaders
Business and Climate Change Case Studies
by Global Environmental Management Initiative
www.gemi.org/BusinessandClimate/gcc.aspx
Climate Neutral Network – United Nations
www.climateneutral.unep.org/cnn_frontpage.aspx?m=49
Business Environmental Leadership Council (BELC)
www.pewclimate.org/companies_leading_the_way_belc
World Business Council for Sustainable Development
www.wbcsd.org
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Glossary
Absolute target: A target defined by a reduction in absolute (total) emissions
over time, e.g. the reduction of CO2 emissions by 20% below 2000 levels
by 2010. Compare intensity target.

Activity data: Data from activities that generate emissions, such as driving
a vehicle or using electricity, in units that allow for emissions to be
calculated (e.g. kilometres driven, litres of fuel used, kilowatt hours, etc.).
Additionality: A criterion used for assessing carbon offset projects. To be
additional an offset project must result in a benefit to the climate (a reduction
in GHG emissions or a removal of GHG emissions from the atmosphere)
greater than what would have occurred in its absence (i.e. the “business as
usual” or baseline scenario). Credible offset standards include a screen for
additionality that usually involves a combination of different tests.
Base year: A specific year (or an average over multiple years) against which an
organization’s emissions can be tracked over time.
Cap and trade system: A regulated system that sets an overall emissions limit
(or cap), allocates emissions allowances to participants, and allows them
to trade these allowances, and sometimes carbon offsets, with each other
to meet their individual targets.
Carbon calculator: A tool (often found on websites) that allows users to
calculate how much carbon dioxide or other greenhouse gases is emitted
from various activities, such as air travel.
Carbon dioxide (CO2): A naturally occurring gas, and also a by-product
of burning fossil fuels and biomass, land-use changes, and industrial
processes. It is the greenhouse gas responsible for most of the Earth’s
warming. See carbon dioxide equivalent.
Carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e): The universal unit of measurement used
to indicate the global warming potential of each of the six greenhouse
gases so that their relative climate impact can be compared and overall
climate impact aggregated. The CO2e quantity of any greenhouse gas is
the amount of carbon dioxide that would produce the equivalent global
warming potential.
Carbon footprint: The greenhouse gas emissions associated with a particular
individual, organization, company, other entity or activity.
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Carbon neutral: Used to signify that an organization or individual has
reduced the net climate impact of their operations or activities to zero,
usually after purchasing offsets in a quantity equal to its total emissions
after reduction efforts. For example, a business with total emissions of
100 tonnes (after its own direct reductions) would purchase 100 tonnes of
offsets to become carbon neutral.
Carbon neutral product or service: A product or service for which all the
significant greenhouse gas emissions associated with bringing that product
or service to market are offset. See life-cycle analysis.
Carbon offset: A reduction in GHG emissions created by one party that
can be purchased and used to compensate for (offset) the GHG emissions
of another party. Many activities have the potential to generate carbon
offsets, including renewable energy and energy efficiency projects, capturing
methane from agricultural processes, and storing carbon in forests. Carbon
offsets are quantified in metric tonnes of CO2e reductions. They may be
purchased on a voluntary basis or to meet regulatory requirements. The
effectiveness of carbon offsets in creating real reductions in GHG emissions
depends on whether they meet important quality criteria. See Appendix A:
Evaluating carbon offset quality (page 80).
Carbon sequestration: The uptake and storage of CO2 in biological sinks,
such as trees and agricultural soils, or in geological reservoirs.
Climate change: A change of climate attributed directly or indirectly to
human activity that alters the composition of the global atmosphere
and which is in addition to natural climate variability observed over
comparable time periods. See global warming.
Climate leadership team: The people within an organization tasked with
developing and implementing a GHG management program.
Climate neutral: See carbon neutral.
Control: For the purposes of the GHG Protocol, a company’s ability to
direct the policies of another operation, even when it does not own the
operation. More specifically, it is defined as either operational control
(where the organization or one of its subsidiaries has the full authority
to introduce and implement its operating policies at the operation) or
financial control (where the organization has the ability to direct the
financial and operating policies of the operation with a view to gaining
economic benefits from its activities). The concept of control was
developed to assign responsibility for GHG emissions.20
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Corporate social responsibility (CSR): The balanced integration of social,
economic and environmental considerations into business decisionmaking, and the engagement of stakeholders in that process.
Direct emissions: According to the GHG Protocol, these are GHG emissions
from sources that are owned or controlled by an organization.
Double counting: This occurs when two or more entities claim ownership of
the same emissions or reductions.
Downstream reductions: Reductions in the GHG emissions that occur after
a product is manufactured and sold to customers, or after a service has
been performed for a customer. Examples include the GHG emissions
associated with delivery by another organization, customer travel to
purchase products or obtain services, the use of products and services,
and final disposal of products.
Emission factor: A co-efficient (e.g. grams of carbon dioxide emitted per litre
of fuel consumed) used to calculate emissions.
Emission reductions: The measurable reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
from a specified activity or over a specified area, and a specified period
of time.
Emission trading: See cap and trade system.
Emissions inventory: A list of an organization’s GHG sources with emissions
quantified.
Energy conservation: Reduction or elimination of unnecessary energy use.
Energy efficiency: The rate at which a machine or other equipment uses
energy to perform its function.
Fossil fuels: Fuels like petroleum, coal, or gas which originate in the earth
as hydrocarbon deposits, and generate greenhouse gas emissions when
burned.
Fugitive emissions: Planned or unplanned emissions that result from leakage
during the production, processing, distribution, storage and use of fuels
and other chemicals.
GHG: Greenhouse gas. See greenhouse gas.
GHG emissions: The release of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, either
intentionally or unintentionally.
GHG program: Any voluntary or mandatory international, national, subnational, regional, government, or non-governmental program that
registers, certifies, regulates or manages greenhouse gas emissions from
organizations.21
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GHG Protocol Initiative: A multi-stakeholder collaboration convened by the
World Resources Institute and World Business Council for Sustainable
Development to design, develop and promote the use of greenhouse gas
accounting and reporting standards for business. It comprises two related
standards: the GHG Protocol Corporate Accounting and Reporting
Standard, and the GHG Protocol Project Quantification Standard.22
GHG registry: A public database of organizational GHG emissions and/or
offset project reductions. Each registry has its own rules regarding what
and how information is reported.
GHG source: Any physical unit or process which releases greenhouse gases
into the atmosphere; for example, electricity generation.
Global warming: The gradual increase, observed or projected, in global
surface temperature as one of the consequences of an accumulation of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. See climate change.
Gold Standard, The: A rigorous standard for carbon offsets that requires that
offsets be generated by renewable energy or energy efficiency projects that
also promote sustainable development in the host communities. Gold
Standard offset projects are thoroughly tested for environmental quality
by UN-accredited auditors according to recognized methodologies.
Green Power: See renewable energy.
Greenhouse gas (GHG): Any natural or man-made gas that absorbs infrared
radiation in the atmosphere. The six greenhouse gases that are covered by
the Kyoto Protocol are: carbon dioxide (CO2); methane (CH4); nitrous oxide
(N2O); hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs); perfluorocarbons (PFCs); and sulphur
hexafluoride (SF6). Other not covered include water vapour and ozone.
Greenhouse gas (GHG) management: The process of managing greenhouse
gas emissions from an organization through such activities as
measurement, reduction, offsetting and reporting.
HVAC: Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems.
Indirect GHG emissions: According to the GHG Protocol, emissions that are
a consequence of the operations of an organization, but occur at sources
owned or controlled by another entity.23 See scope 2 emissions and scope 3
emissions.
Intensity target: A target defined by a reduction in the ratio of GHG
emissions to a business metric over time: e.g. the reduction of CO2 per
unit of production by 10% between 2000 and 2008.
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Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC): International body of
climate change scientists set up by the World Meteorological Organization
(WMO) and by the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP). Its
role is to assess the scientific, technical and socio-economic information
relevant to the understanding of the risk of human-induced climate
change.
Inventory: See emissions inventory.
ISO 14064: The ISO 14064 Greenhouse Gases is a voluntary series of
standards developed with stakeholders from industry, government, NGOs
and service professionals. ISO 14064 is designed to help organizations
and governments in measuring, reporting and verifying greenhouse gas
emissions.24
Kyoto Protocol: An international protocol to the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) that requires industrialized
country signatories to meet reduction targets of greenhouse gas emissions
relative to their 1990 levels during the period of 2008-2012.
LED: Light-emitting diodes. Due to their high efficiency and long life, LED
lights are increasingly replacing incandescent and compact fluorescent
lighting.
Life-cycle analysis (LCA): An assessment of the sum of a product or service’s
environmental impacts (such as greenhouse gas emissions) over its entire
life cycle, including resource extraction, production, use and disposal.
Metric tonne CO2e: The usual unit of measurement for greenhouse gas
emissions. One metric tonne = 1000 kilograms = 2204.6 pounds = 1.1023
short tons. See carbon dioxide equivalent.
Offsets: See carbon offsets.
Offset standards: Standards to ensure that carbon offset projects meet certain
quality requirements, such as additionality and third-party verification.
Several offset standards exist for the voluntary and compliance markets,
and each has a slightly different focus and set of requirements. See Gold
Standard.
Operational boundary: According to the GHG Protocol, the boundary defining
which direct and indirect emission sources from company operations within
the organizational boundary will be included in the emissions inventory.
Organizational boundary: According to the GHG Protocol, the boundary
defining the company operations to be included in the emissions
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inventory, based on ownership and equity share or control. See control.
Permanence: An aspect of offset quality that refers to the durability of the
climate benefit from an offset project. It is primarily of concern with
respect to projects that store carbon (like tree-planting projects) and have
an inherent risk of reversal.
Purchased electricity, heat or steam: Electricity, heat or steam used by an
organization but generated by another company. See scope 2 emissions.
Renewable energy: Energy from sources that are essentially inexhaustible,
such as wind, hydropower, solar, geothermal, biomass, etc., and which also
emit fewer GHG emissions than the burning of fossil fuels. Also called
green power.
Renewable Energy Certificate (REC): RECs represent the environmental
attributes associated with renewable electricity sources like wind and
solar, and can be purchased by companies that wish to support renewable
electricity generation.
Scope: Refers to the emissions included in an organization’s inventory
according to the operational boundary it has drawn. See operational
boundary.
Scope 1 emissions: According to the GHG Protocol, the greenhouse gas
emissions from sources that are owned or controlled by an organization.
It includes, for example, the fuel used by a company to power its vehicles,
generate heat and run manufacturing equipment. See Table 2 (page 12).
Scope 2 emissions: According to the GHG Protocol, an organization’s indirect
greenhouse gas emissions from purchased electricity, heat or steam. See
Table 2 (page 12). See also purchased electricity, heat or steam.
Scope 3 emissions: According to the GHG Protocol, an organization’s indirect
greenhouse gas emissions, i.e. those from sources not owned or controlled
by the organization, other than those covered in scope 2. Examples
include supply chain emissions, transportation in vehicles not owned or
controlled by the organization, the use of its products and the disposal of
its waste. See Table 2 (page 12).
Sequestration: See carbon sequestration and permanence.
Supply chain emissions: GHG emissions associated with suppliers. See also
upstream emissions.
Upstream emissions: Emissions from activities that take place before a
product or service reaches an organization. Some examples include the
extraction of raw materials, and the production of components.
Verification: An independent assessment by a qualified party of the reliability of
a greenhouse gas inventory or the reductions from a carbon offset project.
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Appendix A: Evaluating carbon offset quality
s discussed in this guide, businesses that purchase carbon offsets need
to be aware that all carbon offsets are not created equal. Some offsets
create real climate benefits, and some do not. Because offset quality can

quickly become a fairly technical area, it is recommended that businesses purchase offsets certified to a reliable standard, like The Gold Standard, or seek
expert advice about offsets.
Below is a summary of the basic quality considerations for carbon offsets:
• Reliable quantification of emission reductions achieved. It is important
to ensure that the reductions are genuine and accurately represented,
and the best way to do this is to purchase offsets that have been verified
according to accepted methodologies.
• Avoidance of double counting. Transparent, verifiable procedures for
registering and retiring the offsets should be in place so that they are only
used once to meet any environmental, regulatory, commercial or other
objective, i.e. they are not claimed by, or sold to, more than one party.
• Permanence. The emissions reductions must be maintained over time.
Renewable energy and energy efficiency projects mean that new emissions
are avoided, so reductions from these types of projects are permanent and
cannot be reversed once the reductions have occurred. For example, even
if a wind turbine was damaged, and could create no further reductions, the
reductions that it had already created would not be affected. By contrast,
offset projects that rely on storing carbon, like tree planting projects, can
release some or all of their stored carbon back into the atmosphere if the
trees are damaged.
• Additionality. The emission reductions should not be “business as
usual.” In other words, the investment by the purchaser should create
new reductions in emissions that would not otherwise have happened.
There are a number of methodologies available for experts to test the
additionality of offsets.
• Timeliness. The emission reductions should happen in a reasonable
timeframe, i.e. as close as possible to the timeframe when the emissions
that are being offset occur.
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• Mitigation of leakage. The emissions reductions achieved by a project in
one place should not lead directly or indirectly to increases in emissions
elsewhere. For example, an offset project that is based on protecting a
specific forest area might simply shift deforestation to another location,
unless the forces that are causing deforestation are addressed. Similarly, an
energy efficiency project that reduces energy use for one purpose might
potentially increase energy used for other purposes, and this should be
addressed in project design and accounting.
• Enforceability. The offsets must be backed with legal instruments or
contractual documents that establish exclusive ownership and address
remedies in case the reductions are not achieved or are reversed.
• Impacts on the communities where the offsets are developed. It is
important to ensure that projects have included appropriate stakeholder
and community consultation, and that ideally, projects have social,
environmental, and economic co-benefits for these communities.
• Environmental compliance and protection. Projects should meet all
applicable environmental regulations and guidelines.
Advice about offsets is available through GHG consultants and is also provided in a number of reports about carbon markets and offsets. See Helpful
resources for offsetting and going carbon neutral (page 55).
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round the world, a growing number of businesses are taking steps to manage
their greenhouse gas emissions and reduce their climate impact. Because no

two businesses face the same risks or opportunities with respect to climate change,
there are many options when it comes to greenhouse gas management. A common
theme, however, is that businesses that manage their emissions are enhancing their
brands, motivating employees, increasing operational efficiencies, and saving money.
This guide provides guidance and resources for the key activities that make
up a greenhouse gas management program, including measuring, reducing, and
offsetting emissions, and developing a communications strategy around the
program. Throughout, case studies from leading businesses highlight innovation
and solutions to common challenges.
While the primary target audience of this guide is the business community,
many of the greenhouse gas management practices explored can also be
used by other organizations that wish to reduce their climate impact,
including government agencies, municipalities, non-governmental organizations,
and educational institutions.
The David Suzuki Foundation

is committed to achieving sustainability

within a generation. A healthy environment is a vital cornerstone of a sustainable,
prosperous future.
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